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I t odu tio  

 

The acceleration and intensification of globalisation appears to have resulted in an 

increasingly competitive environment for cities (Sassen, 1998). Whilst at the top of the 

glo al hie a h  Wo ld Cities  a e o peti g fo  ulti ational companies and the o ld s 
biggest events, further down the scale, smaller regional and provincial cities must also 

compete for attention, investment, visitors and shoppers, in addition to having to fight to 

hold onto their own locally produced talent and knowledge (Morgan & Pritchard, 2012).  

In order to do so many cities have begun to focus on place marketing or branding as a means 

of distinguishing themselves from others (Morgan & Pritchard, 2012). One aspect of this is 

the branding and marketing of places as tourist destinations in an attempt to attract visitors 

(Aaker, 1997). This means trying to create an attractive picture of what is on offer which also 

appeals to the desires of potential visitors (Chacko, 1997).  

It s also i po ta t to e su e that isito s ha e a positive experience during their trip and 

that it matches their expectations, which in general are built upon the image marketed 

(Kozak & Rimmington, 2000). This is seen as key to inspiring brand loyalty and increasing the 

chance of return visits or recommendations (Opperman, 2000). 

At the same time tourism is increasingly being considered as an inherently sensual 

experience, reflecting a wider sensorial revolution within the social sciences (Howes, 2006). 

Academic authors such as Crouch and Desforges (2003), Degen, DeSilvey and Rose (2008), 

Edensor (2006), Markwell (2001), Pallasmaa (2005) and Rodaway (1994) have all argued for 

a multisensory approach, calling for an appreciation of the complex interplay between the 

senses, and experience of place.  

With this i  i d it s lea  that the se ses should pla  a u ial ole i  e i hi g pla e 
marketing and branding. Consequently this thesis intends to incorporate academic theory on 

destination branding and tourism into an empirical study of sensescapes. With authors such 

as Ingold and Vergunst (2008) seeing walking as the primary mode of experiencing place, 

and Wylie (2005 p.236) suggesting alki g o po ealities a d se si ilities allo  fo  
reflection on the shifting mood, tenor, colour or intensity of pla es a d situatio s  a walking 

based methodology ties the study together suitably. 

The aim of this study then is to del e deepe  i to the ualities of Ut e ht s uilt e i o e t 
exposing the sights, textures, sounds and smells present, the pleasures or challenges they 

might offer to visitors or tourists, and their potential to be used as an additional layer in the 

marketing and branding of Utrecht.  
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1.1  Scientific relevance 

 

With a critical turn towards the senses in academia, especially Human Geography, It has 

become widely recognised that there is a need to move towards a multi-sensory approach to 

research, avoiding the analytical and methodological separation of the senses (Degen, 

DeSilvey & Rose 2008; Ingold, 2004; Pallasma, 2005; Rodaway, 1994; Saldanha 2002; 

Coleman & Crang, 2002; Crouch, 2009). 

The emerging field of sensescapes is a reflection of this and has attempted to look in more 

depth at the sensual experience within a variety of contexts. It has produced work in areas 

such as the mundane practices of everyday walking in pedestrians (Middleton, 2010), 

shopping behaviours and ways of seeing in the mall (Degen, Desilvey & Rose, 2008), the 

embodied practice of walking and its relationship with urban rhythms (Wunderlich, 2008) 

and the regulation of unpleasant sensescapes in the context of urban regeneration (Degen 

2003).  

With reference to the connection between sensescapes and the tourist experience, there 

have been some geographical studies, but these have tended to focus in on one or two 

particular senses (see Crouch, 1999; Dann and Jacobson, 2003). There is also a small body of 

literature within the tourism management field looking into the use of sensory marketing in 

destination branding but again most case studies have concentrated on one or two of the 

senses alone. 

Whilst there have been studies looking into the embodied experiences of domestic visitors, 

students and residents in Utrecht, these have focused on route choice, spatial knowledge 

and the visual aspect of the senses (see Hogeboom, 2012; Lok, 2011 and Van Benthem 

2012).   

Thus at present an apparent gap in the scientific literature exists specifically relating to the 

empirical investigation of multiple sensescapes through the eyes (ears, nose and skin) of the 

(pedestrian) tourist, situated within the wider context of destination branding and marketing 

for the city of Utrecht. 
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1.2 Societal relevance 

 

As the Netherlands fourth biggest city and main t a spo t hu , Ut e ht s concentration of 

creative talent, culture, knowledge and business mean it is one of the countries most 

prosperous cities (www.Utrecht.nl). According to an NBTC NIPO report on tourist visits to 

Utrecht, it is also now the third biggest city in terms of tourism receiving almost 3 million 

visitors per year, the majority of which find it to be an attractive and hospitable destination 

for both tourism and business (Utrecht in top of most hospitable cities once more, 2012; 

Utrecht most attractive business destination, 2012). 

 

Regardless of this Utrecht suffers from low brand awareness both inside and outside the 

Netherlands. Known within the Netherlands primarily for its Oudegracht canal, Dom church 

and Hogh Catherijne shopping centre, abroad it is associated with little aside from being a 

smaller version of Amsterdam (Bezoekcijfers, 2011). Often cited within the media as an 

u su g it  o  hidde  ge , it ould e tai l  e efit f o  a o e fo used a d i age 
and stronger marketing of its attributes. 

Additio all  a o di g to se e al p ess epo ts  the it s tourism agency despite positive 

feed a k f o  isito s ho do hoose to o e to the it , the it  a ot est o  its 
lau els  a d has so e o k to do i  the a ea of appea a e a d h gie e  ith se e al 
pu li  spa es eedi g to e dealt ith  Ut e ht in top of most hospitable cities once more, 

2012 p.1) Continuing and building upon its successes as a tourist destination by attending to 

such issues appears to represent one way in which the City of Utrecht can achieve its self-

proclaimed goals - remaining prosperous in a tough economic climate, and retaining its 

creative talent (Gemeente Utrecht, Position paper, 2013).  

This is especially important considering that the tourist destination has now gone beyond 

Mossberg s (2007 p.43) concept of se i e-scape   to e o e a  e pe ie e-s ape  in which 

experiences become not only of distinct economic value, but also according to Pine and 

Gilmore, (1998) of the highest position on the four-stage-continuum of the progression of 

economic value.  

Whilst more tourists might be good economically, there are always going to be implications 

for other stakeholders, and planners must attempt to address the resulting cultural, social 

and environmental implications, for example the effect on life in the city for residents 

(Agapito, Valle & Mendes, 2012). Nevertheless the value of creating a successful, identifiable 

brand that captures the spirit of a city goes further than attracting tourists, it can also serve 

to i spi e the ge e al populatio  se i g to st e gthe  a it s ability to the retain an 

educated workforce (Agapito et al, 2012) 
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Indeed with the establishment in 2011 of the Marketing Utrecht Taskforce, the city has 

already began to rethink its approach to branding and marketing, furthering the dialogue 

with marketers of the cultural and tourist sectors with the end goal of promoting Utrecht on 

a larger international scale with a minimum budget (Gemeente Utrecht, position paper, 

2012) 

Utrecht then represents an interesting subject for a case study for several reasons. Firstly in 

uncovering the sensescapes present, it could provide an additional layer in the marketing of 

city visits and tourism as a multisensory experience, helping to differentiate the city brand 

through the promotion and description of unique sensory experiences just as others cities 

around the globe are beginning to do. It could also uncover the importance of non-visual 

sensescapes in producing either positive or negative emotions in particular spaces of the city 

encountered by tourists or residents who may be deciding to leave or stay in the city post 

university.  

Given that scholars such as Dege   a d Middleto   ha e i plied that it s 
possible to design for the senses, such information could prove useful for those involved in 

policy making, marketing the city and ensuring it remains a prosperous centre of knowledge 

and talent herein providing the societal relevance of this thesis. 

1.3 Research problem and questions 

 

The purpose of this study then is to explore the nature of sensescapes present in the city of 

Utrecht as experienced by visitors and (temporary) residents on foot, and investigate their 

pote tial to eate a  additio al la e  i  the p o otio  of the ities  a d i age. 
The following three research questions are based upon this problem:- 

1. Which attributes are the brand image of Utrecht built around, which areas of the city are 

they linked to, and how are they described in terms of sensory description? 

2. How do the senses affect visitors perceptions of the main attributes associated with 

Ut e ht s a d i age? 

2a. What are the sensescapes present ithi  the a eas li ked to Ut e ht s ai  att i utes as 

perceived through the eyes (ears, nose and skin) of visitors and (temporary) residents? 

2b. To what extent are feelings of Topophobia or Topophilia related to the sensescapes of 

particular areas or attributes for visitors and (temporary) residents? 

3. How could the it s se ses apes e a aged a d how could they be used to enrich 

Ut e ht s u e t a keti g a d a d i age? 

The first question will attempt to uncover which aspects of the city are portrayed as the key 

attractions of Utrecht and will be answered through the content analysis of promotional 
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material. The second question has two parts and deals with mapping out the actual senses 

capes and associated positive or negative experiences of visitors. These will be answered 

through the analysis of walk along interviews and auto photography. The third and final 

question will reflect on the answers of the first and second, in an attempt to provide 

a s e s as to ho  the it s se ses apes ight e pla ed fo  a d hethe  the marketing 

of Ut e ht s a d i age ould pe haps e i p o ed upo  th ough se so  a keti g. 

1.4 Research structure 

 

This research project is composed of 7 chapters (this being chapter 1). Chapter 2 sees an 

analysis of the current literature and corresponding theory with reference to tourism and 

the senses. It begins by broadly clarifying the key concepts surrounding tourism and 

exploring work in the emerging field of sensescapes, before focusing in on sensory 

perception within the tourist experience and its use within marketing. This chapter 

culminates in a conceptual model drawing upon the theory explored.  

 

In chapter 3 the problem and research questions based on the work of the previous chapter 

are presented. Following this is a justification for each of the methodologies chosen and 

explanation of how they were to be operationalized and analysed using the theoretical 

concepts identified previously. 

 

Chapter 4 is composed of the results of the content analysis and is designed to provide an 

answer to the first research question. Chapter 5 then provides an interpretation of the 

results of the walk-alongs and auto photography with the aim of answering the remaining 

research questions 

Finally in chapter 6, an attempt is made to draw conclusions from the analysis made and 

highlight the value and implications of the findings to the relevant bodies. 
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Theo eti al Chapte  

2.1 Introduction 

 

This thesis is fundamentally based around the exploration of urban (tourist) sensescapes. 

Consequently the focus of this chapter will be to both present the emerging literature in the 

field of sensescapes, and situate it within the wider context of the tourist experience, with 

particular reference to place marketing and branding.  The chapter will thus begin with a 

discussion of the work on human sensory perception and emotional response to it, looking 

specifically into the emerging field of sensescapes and Tuan's work on topophobia and 

topophilia. Following this will be an investigation into the motivations behind the behaviour 

of both tourists and tourist providers. Why do tourists choose to go to a particular place?, 

How do providers appeal to tourist motivations?, How is this shaped by destination 

a di g ? and what links can be made here with sensescapes and sensory marketing. At 

this point experience evaluation models, and destination loyalty will also be touched upon. 

The perception of the environment through each of the five senses and how these are being 

increasingly incorporated into the marketing of destinations will then be explored in further 

detail. The discussion will conclude with an argument for the importance of a multisensory 

approach to tourism management and the introduction of a conceptual model serving to 

illustrate how this translates into answering the research problem and questions laid out in 

the introduction (and at the beginning of the next chapter). 

 

2.2 Sensescapes 

 

We will now look to the study of the senses within academic literature. Engagement with the 

senses within research on the urban environment is nothing new. Until recently though, 

much of the work on sensual perception has been focused on the visual (Pan and Ryan, 

2009). This is not surprising given that it arguably represents our primary mode of 

experiencing the world around us (Pallasmaa, 2005).   

 

Nevertheless, within the last decade or so there has been something of a “e so ial 
‘e olutio  ith a all fo  li ed, embodied experience to be considered as multisensory 

(Howes, 2006 p.115). It has also been acknowledged that privileging the visual over other 

senses is inherently problematic as visual perception itself is always experienced in complex 

interplay with other sensory registers (Degen, DeSilvey & Rose 2008; Dann & Jacobsen, 

2003; Ingold, 2004; Pallasma, 2005; Rodaway, 1994; Saldanha, 2002, Edensor, 2006). 

The emergence of the field of sensescapes reflects this, building upon the original work of 

Porteus (1990) who defined the term itself, proposing that senses other than the visual and 

its associated landscapes could be spatially ordered or related to place. Consequently the 
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auditory, gustatory, olfactory and haptic could also be translated into geographies of the 

senses themselves. These would be known as touchscapes, smellscapes, soundscapes and 

tastescapes.  

This has p o ided a steadil  g o i g od  of esea h i to the role of the senses in shaping 

ou  u a  e pe ie es  a oss the a ade i  disclipines (Adams and Guy, 2007 p. 133), with 

studies such as Urry (1990  o  the Tou ist Gaze , Da  & Ja o se  ) on smellscapes 

within travel writing and Henshaw & Bruce (2012) mapping the smellscapes and 

soundscapes of several cities within the UK. Middleton (2010) has produced work on the 

embodied experiences of pedestrians, Wunderlich (2008) on the phenomenology of walking 

practices and their connection to urban rhythms and Wylie (2005) on the sensation, 

perception, affection and performative millieus of coastal walking. Jones (2012) has studied 

the influence of haptic stimuli on the affective capacity of cyclists and Bissel (2010) on the 

link between corporeal awareness and intense sensation in terms of the affective 

atmosphere on trains. With reference to tastescapes, Quan & Wang, (2004) and Boniface 

(2003) have both pointed to the importance of gastronomy in the tourist experience. 

Franklin (2003) has also looked at tourism considering its link with the soundscape.  

Aside from these it would appear that there are only a small number of studies looking 

e pli itl  i to aspe ts of the ultise so  tou ist e pe ie e see C ou h, ; Ma k ell, 
2001, Pocock, 2002), none of which took place In the Netherlands or relate to place 

marketing and branding.  

2.21 Sensory Perception and Experience of ‘Place 

Senses play a crucial role in the interaction of humans with the environment. According to 

Holloway and Hubbard (2001) our interaction with the world is actually constructed by our 

senses: sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. 

The work of psychologists initially focused on the assumption that individual knowledge of 

the world was derived solely from the senses and the stimuli acting upon the senses (Wood, 

1969). It s o  lea  that a o ple  i te pla  exists between the way we interpret, perceive 

or are affected by the sensorial information we take in, and that our external environment is 

both produced by and a product of both our cognitive and emotional responses to such 

information (Rodaway, 1994)  

This is important because for Tuan (1975 p.  oth pla e  a d se ses of pla e  a e 
const u tio s of su h a  i te pla , known directly through the senses and indirectly 

th ough the i d . Sensory perception then appears to be crucial to not only our direct 

experience of place but also the way we imagine it to be. Indeed as Agapito, Valle and 

Mendes (2012 p.10  otes it is through the senses that every individual becomes conscious 

of and perceives organizations, p odu ts, a d a ds .  
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2.22 Emotional response 

From the other side of the process, feelings and emotions result from the filtering of sensual 

information through our perception of the environment and thus play a vital role in the 

evaluation of a destination and future selection. We will now look to the work of Tuan on 

Topophobia and Topophilia. 

Tuan (1974) introduced the concept of Topophilia, based on the idea that people develop 

feelings of love or an emotional attachment to places. These can be constructed through 

pleasant sensory experiences such as a delight in aesthetic or tactile sensation but also be 

mediated by race, cultural background and gender, where a bond might be based on an 

association with memories or home. The work of Davidson and Smith (2007) amongst others 

ithi  E otio al Geog aph  has atte pted to e plo e this elatio ship fu the , looki g at 
the many different ways people perform, function and experience place with their entire 

physical being and the associated feelings of topophilia that can arise from them. 

Contrary to Topohilia, Tuan (1979) also stated that the opposite could occur. Topophobia 

denotes feelings associated with uneasiness, fear or being repulsion of a place. According to 

Holloway & Hubbard (2001) with reference to the urban environment such fear can be 

subdivided into several categories. These include the inherent fear of noise such as traffic, 

construction, screaming children, accident & emergency sirens and alarms,  and an intrinsic 

fear of people or the unknown, for example the homeless, ethnic minorities or groups of 

young people speaking foreign languages.  

Bissell has noted (2010 p.44) that although se ses are not discrete, different sensory 

experiences might be i te sified at diffe e t ti es , the same can be said for emotional 

responses. Whilst Topophobia and Topophilia represent two polar opposite emotional 

responses, there exists nevertheless a range of degrees of each feeling that lie in between.  

If as Tuan (1975 p.153) states pla es a e o st u ted out of su h ele e ts as disti tive 

odou s, te tu al a d isual ualities i  the e i o e t  a d seaso al hanges of 

te pe atu e a d olou  and our perception of the world is primarily built upon our 

emotional response to the such elements, then sensual perception is clearly fundamental to 

both the marketing and experience of destinations.  
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2.3 Tourism  

2.31 Destination Choice:- 

So why do people choose to go where they do? How are their choices affected by 

marketing?  

Push and pull factors have often been seen as the driving force behind Tourist motivation. 

(Yoon and Uysal 2005). People who travel are said to be pushed into it by internal emotional 

forces, pulled into it by external forces (such as the attraction of destination attributes) or 

both pushed and pulled by a combination of both factors (Uysal & Jurowski, 1994).   

According to Crompton (1979), push motivations can be grouped into the following 

categories:-  a desire for: escape, rest and relaxation, prestige, health and fitness, adventure 

and social interaction, family togetherness or excitement. Other studies have also pointed to 

the desire for excitement or conviviality (Ekinci & Hosany, 2006). However, from an 

a th opologi al ie poi t, it s a gued that the majority of tourists are motivated by a desire 

to escape the routine of everyday life, and are seeking authentic experiences in which they 

feel immersed in the environment at the destination (MacCannell, 1977; Urry, 1990). 

Escapist tourist experiences involve some aspects or elements that induce pleasurable 

experiences which, by comparison of the everyday, are out of the ordinary. Potential objects 

of the tourist gaze must be different in some way or other. People must experience 

particularly distinct pleasures which involve different senses or are on a different scale from 

those typically encountered in everyday life (Urry, 1990, p.12).  

Tung and ‘it hie  la els su h e pe ie es as e o a le e pe ie es  o  MEs  a d 
point to the connection between the emotion and the senses, suggesting that strong feelings 

produced by an abundance of choice, moments of amazement, and local distinctiveness are 

most likely to result in such experiences, all three are an inevitable product of the senses.  

Examples might include the tastes or smells of exotic food in an open air market, the feeling 

of walking through narrow medieval streets, the colour of the sea in tropical bays or even 

hearing different types of wildlife for the first time. 

Pull factors on the other hand, according to McGehee, Loker-Murphy and Uysal (1996) relate 

to the external, situational, or cognitive aspects of a destination, and thus serve to attract 

visitors or inspire travel. From one side this means the more functional 

(physical/measurable) aspects of a city which together give rise to a holistic image or more 

generalised mental image of the destination (Echtner & Ritchie, 2003). These might include 

the destinations scenery and natural attractions, historical sites and museums, 

entertainment and nightlife, architecture, transport infrastructure, shopping facilities, 

climate, prices, gastronomy and accommodation (Echtner & Ritchie, 2003). 
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On the other side are the more psychological characteristics of a destination, again made up 

of a combination of its psychological attributes, for example its ambience, hospitality or 

friendliness, level of personal safety, fame or reputation, and its holistic feeling or 

atmosphere (Echtner & Ritchie, 2003). 

Whilst it s a gued that the idea of peak e pe ie e is derived directly from attractions such 

as historical sites or special atmospheres, factors affecting the supporting experience of 

sleeping, travelling, eating and shopping such as the cost or friendliness are still important. 

For this reason tourism providers must try to design and market an environment which can 

not only stimulate inherent push motivations but also fulfil the desires for a memorable, 

unique experience, whilst simultaneously achieving a balance between the provision of both 

a tourist and a supportive experience. This is inherently what destination management and 

branding is all about (Swarbrooke & Horner, 1999).  

2.32 Destination Branding & Management  

There is increasing evidence in the press that branding, at least as a concept, is increasingly being 

applied to locations  (Hankinson, 2001 p.129) 

Destination branding is a relatively new area of research but aspects of it have also been 

covered extensively under the label of destination image studies (Ritchie and Ritchie, 1998) 

with Cai (2002) maintaining that although image formation is not the only component of 

branding, it does constitute the core of the latter. Central to destination branding then, the 

o ept of desti atio  i age is ased o  people s pe ei ed ideas o  i ages of a pla e. 
Gartner (1993) argues there are three main components of this image:  the cognitive -  or 

what someone knows about a place, the affective - concerning what people feel about their 

knowledge of a place and finally the conative  - which refers to how people act on their 

knowledge and feelings about a destination. There is a clear relationship between these and 

the process of destination choice.  

The marketing of destination characteristics (or pull factors) for example plays a key role in 

i flue i g people s pe eptio  o  desti atio  i age. As e plai ed a o e, these a e 
composed of both psychological and functional attributes and their associated holistic 

feeling and imagery.  Chacko (1997) terms these as intangible and tangible characteristics. If 

people are aware of these, and they appeal, then they are much more likely to choose to 

visit a destination, thus creating tourist motivation is about creating an image 

Kotler, Heider and Rein (1993) have established the following criteria for a place image to be 

successful: It must be simple, realistic, believable, have appeal and emphasize its unique 

characteristics in order to differentiate itself from other destinations. This need to 

differentiate is seen to be borne out of an increasingly crowded field of imagery being 

produced by competing destinations and can be considered as one of the driving forces 

behind the stronger idea of destination branding as a whole (Evans, 2003).  
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Echtner & Ritchie (2003) argue that certain pull factors are more unique than others, brands 

can be built around common functional or physiological characteristics such as their price 

level, climate, or reputation, but are more likely to be successful if they draw upon more 

unique attributes for example the carnival in Rio de Janeiro or the mystic atmosphere of 

Nepal. 

Certainly according to Cai (2002, p.722) and Caprara, Barbaranelli, and Guido (2001) the 

missing link between image and building a u i ue a d is a d ide tit  o  pe so alit  
Ake s (1997) idea of  destination personality is based on the perception of  sets of human 

characteristics associated with a destination from the perspective of the tourist. Destination 

personality appears to be related to the idea of marketing the intangible attributes of a 

destination. A study by Ekinci & Hosany, (2006) point to conviviality, excitement and 

sincerity as examples of such characteristics. Keller (1998) alternatively cites descriptors, 

such as youthful, sophisticated, energetic and extrovert. Both Keller (1998) & Ekinci & 

Hosany, (2006) argue that a distinctive brand personality can assist in creating favourable 

associations and stronger emotional ties with a place increasing the positive impact of 

destination image on brand loyalty, that is to say the likelihood of returning or 

recommending. Brand personality is embodied by cities, Paris for example is romantic and 

chic, London is open-minded, unorthodox, vibrant, and creative, Wales is honest, welcoming, 

and down to earth (Morgan & Pritchard, 2002). 

Alongside brand image, brand awareness forms another important aspect of destination 

branding. Awareness relates to the strength of the recognition of brand images or 

personalities. Thus a destination must not only create a positive image, but it must also exist 

in the mind of potential tourists (Goodall, 1993). As Holloway & Hubbard (2001, p. 48) have 

stated i te a tio  ith pla es a  e th ough di e t e pe ie e of the e i o e t o  
indire tl  th ough edia ep ese tatio s , highlighti g the i po ta e of a keti g a 
particular brand image or personality as part of a wider brand identity. As cities are often 

heterogeneous it can be difficult to define a brand, Whilst some cities succeed as a wider 

brand, for example New York with its key attractions, the empire state building, wall street 

a d e t al pa k, its i k a e the ig apple  a d logo I lo e Ne  Yo k , othe s su h as 
Berlin struggle to define themselves due to their discontinuity. 

Brand management then can be understood as the strategic and tactical coordination of 

each component of destination branding (Keller, 1998). From a practical standpoint this 

means differentiating a place by emphasising its unique brand identity and portraying it as 

possessing superior qualities than the competition by creating and promoting place images 

i  o de  to i flue e tou ists  pe eptio s a d su se ue tl  the evaluation and selection 

process (Echtner and Ritchie, 1993). 

Alongside successful marketing through branding, maximizing travel satisfaction is also seen 

as vital to the success of a destination (Swan & Combs, 1976), hence it is often incorporated 
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into a feedback loop within destination choice models due to its ability to influence future 

selection (Chon, 1990).  

The importance of the relationship between place marketing and satisfaction is highlighted 

within the following quote by Fairweather and Swaffield (2002, p. 293)  Whe  isito s 
encounter settings of experiences that differ markedly from their expectations, created through 

projected images . . . (through marketing, media, social interaction, arts and literature) . . . , their 

evaluatio s a  e e  egati e   

Pizarro (2009, p.273) has observed for example that the lack of attention to the other senses 

often leads to dissatisfaction, when something marketed primarily visually is let down by the 

poverty of its othe  se so ial att i utes  -  being experienced as too windy, too noisy, 

smelling bad, giving rise to feelings of discomfort, disgust or fear. Cities known and marketed 

for their romantic atmosphere and visual beauty such as Paris or Venice are often in reality 

let down by the fact that people expected them to feel cleaner (Paris) or smell better 

(Venice). O e athe  e t e e  e a ple is the oto ious Pa is “ d o e  i  hi h so e 
Japanese tourists experience a psychotic break down on arriving in Paris and realising that it 

does t li e up to thei  highl  o a ti ised a d disney-fied expectations (Halim, 2009). 

Other cities can face the opposite problem, being let down by the fact they are too sterile or 

bland and lack in reality compared with their marketed image, for example Frankfurt or 

Zurich. 

On the other hand if expectations are met, evaluations are o e likel  to e positi e. It s 
also widely recognised that there is a strong relationship between travel satisfaction and 

desti atio  lo alt , that is that if tou ist s e pe ie es a e positi e, the  ill e o e likel  to 
re-visit or provide positive word of mouth recommendations to others (Yoona & Uysal, 2005; 

Oppermann, 2000) This is often seen as beneficial to tourist managers as it can result in 

reduced costs of marketing to repeat consumers (Oppermann, 2000). 

Uysal & Noe (2003) suggest travel satisfaction can be measured in terms of the evaluation of 

the instrumental performance of a destination - its physical attributes, and by the 

psychological interpretation of its expressive (experiential) attributes. Both elements are 

seen to be crucial to overall satisfaction, as expressive (experiential) attributes have the 

ability to create an emotional response and memorable or unique experience, while physical 

maintenance attributes are necessary to facilitate such an experience in comfort and safety 

(Uysal & Noe, 2003). 

As the experiential paradigm, in which the way of consumption rather than products 

themselves is valorised strengthens (Holbrook, 1999) research is increasingly pointing 

towards the importance of multisensory stimuli and the gratification of all the senses in 

order to both intensify the experience of destinations and develop new branding strategies 

(Krishna, 2009). In doing so Pine & Gilmore (1998) suggest experiential marketers can 
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engage individuals emotionally, physically and intellectually, whilst simultaneously 

influencing consumers preferences and behaviour (Krishna, 2009). 

The tourist experience is often said to be about learning and escapism (Pine and Gilmore 

1998), Interestingly with the advent of modern technology such as smart phones and the 

web, and the corresponding access to mass media, many facets of the tourist experience 

such as gazing at distant places or learning about different cultures can now be achieved 

visually from afar, for example by reading blogs, using Google street view or watching 

documentaries. Nevertheless as Urry (1990) has stressed destination marketers must 

understand that there are distinct learning styles: the visual, auditory, and kinaesthetic, 

which respond to visual, audial and haptic stimuli respectively, further underlining the need 

for a multisensory approach. 

Many have cited the link between place and bodily experience for example (see Crouch, 

2002; Rodaway, 1994). As Crouch and Desforges (2003, p.8) note even typical tourist 

practices such as sightseeing involve taking the body on particular routes around sites so 

that the senses, in their full kinaesthetic complexity, engage with and construct the touristic 

experience  This emphasises the need for an awareness of non-visual sensation in tourism 

and its management.  

In summary tourist destinations must provide a sensorial experience that creates some 

degree of feeling of topophilia and instils a desire to return or inspires others. In doing so, 

Ogunseitan (2005) has argued that places must create a sense of environmental familiarity in 

order to make tourists feel comfortable and safe, whilst simultaneously providing enough 

sensual diversity to create a unique or memorable experience. We will now to look to the 

individual senses and how sensual diversity is being incorporated into destination marketing 

and branding around the world in an attempt to try to create unique appeal.  

2.4 The senses and tourism 

The Visual 

According to a number of authors, sight is said to be the most powerful and seductive of the 

human senses due to its ability to attract attention, incite curiosity and bring material to life 

(see: Smith & Burns, 1996 and Orth & Malkewitz, 2008). Combined with the fact that visual 

images are easier to promote to tourists than other senses, historically tourism providers 

have calculated the design of their cities for a primarily visual effect and continue to do so. 

This is probably grounded within the historical context of presenting visual images as pre-

selected, pre-packaged, and pre-projected sites and spectacles for tourists, a practice that 

emerged  in the 18th and 19th centuries (Dan, 1996 and Ryan, 2003) The majority of large 

tourist destinations still tends to market their appeal based on tangible attractions that are 

e pe ie ed p i a il  as a sight o  ust see site  fo  e a ple the E pi e “tate Buildi g i  
New york, Big Ben in London or the Eiffel Tower in Paris (McCannell, 1976).  Lindstrom 
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(2009) however has the opinion that visual images are more effective and meaningful if they 

are combined with other senses such as scent and sound.  

The Olfactory 

Da  & Ja o se   ha e a gued that a  O e -emphasis on the tourist gaze tends to 

disregard the fact that the unique character of a place can additionally be imparted by its 

a o as . It s a gued that this i  pa t due to the fa t that scents can strongly affect our 

emotions inciting feelings of pleasure and wellbeing, and also as a result of the power of 

smell in evoking memories (Wilkie, 199 . This efle ts Tua s   p.11) comments 

suggesting that odou s ofte  le d ha a te  to pla es aki g the  easie  to ide tif  a d 
e e e  fitti g i  ith the modern western tourists desire for distinctive experiences that 

can simultaneously evoke the past and inform the future.  

A o di gl  a it s s ells ape a  e o e pa t of its ide tit  o  i age a d so fa ilitate 
brand awareness. Dann & Jacobsen (2003) suggest a world distinctly divided into the 

olfactory good and bad, following along the lines of Co i  hi h talks of the foul stench of 

the sinner and the fragrance of the saint  (Corbin, 1986 p.36). Correspondingly some cities 

become known for unpleasant smells such as the canals of Venice, others for positive 

associations with the aromas of food, for example chocolate in Bruges or frieten and moules 

in Brussells.  

Destinations have also begun to promote themselves on the back of their distinctive 

smellscapes. Dan and Jacobs point to the success of the Andalucian cities of Granada and 

Seville in using smell of orange blossoms and jasmine perfume in their attractions such as 

the Alhambra and Alcazar gardens, marketing themselves as an exotic escape from the bland 

scentless-ness of northern Europe. The city of Rio de Janeiro has gone as far as to market 

fa ela tou s ased o  e pe ie i g the ge ui e s ell of po e t  al eit hilst also gazi g 
across the beauty of the city from its best vantage point, effectively doing what  Rodaway 

(1994) proposes holds the most appeal for tourists -  combining different sensations. 

The Haptic 

The work of Crouch (2002  has d a  atte tio  to the pleasu e a d pai  felt  someone 

who has happily tramped across their favourite rural la ds ape  a d the tee age  d agged 
ou d o u e ts  Additio all  Veijola a d Joki e  (1994) have proposed that the 

immersion of the body in unique experiences such as sunbathing, dancing and drinking 

within new surroundings provides one of the principle motivations for travel, highlighting 

the fa t that the hapti  is clearly an important constitutive part of a multisensory 

e pe ie e due to its pote tial to i pa t o  oth the peak  tou ist e pe ie e a d 
suppo ti e  o su e  e pe ie e. Despite this little attention appears to have been paid to 

the pote tial of a keti g the hapti  experience in conjunction with destination branding. 

One example that could be cited is the commodification of forms of dance by the tourism 
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industry in Cuba.  Going beyond the traditional gaze performances and dance events are 

seen as something for tourists to participate in themselves as opposed to just something 

purely visual (Ruxandra, 2012) 

The Gustatory  

Within tourism food has often been associated with the supportive experience, viewed as 

essential for gratifying physiological needs (Tikkanen, 2007). Yet as Zainal, Zali and Kasim 

  p opose food a  also  e ke  to ha a te isi g a desti atio s appeal. Paul  
otes that i  desti atio s su h as Me i o, C oatia a d Viet a  tastes apes  ep ese t the 

central aspect of the overall experience, also comprising an important component in places 

such as France and Italy. Drawing upon the notion of tourism as a desire to escape the 

mundane, Heldke (2003) suggests gastronomic tourists can be seen as food adventurers for 

whom culinary tourism provides oppo tu ities fo  tou ists to taste  the o t a iet . “a ti h 
(2004) is in agreement that food tourism is essentially about being immersed in a different 

culture from o e s own. As an intangible attribute food it could be argued then has asserted 

itself as a pull factor in destination marketing (Boniface, 2003). Destinations are 

subsequently beginning to focus more and more on using their unique cuisines or 

tastescapes to fulfil tourists inherent desires for escape, exhilaration and enjoyment 

(Frochot, 2003). One such example being Malaysia which has gone as far as basing it national 

tou is  a keti g a paig  a ou d food a d the Taste of Mala sia  )ai al et al, . 

Individual cities have been known to market food not only as an attraction in itself, but also 

as a mode through which to achieve peak experiences. This is becoming increasingly 

commonplace with the creation and promotion of food festivals and events such as the 

Festa di Cioccolato in Florence,  Galway Oyster Festival, New York City Food and Wine 

Festival amongst countless others. 

The Auditory 

Garlin & Owen (2006) argue that sound has a clear link with emotions and feelings and thus 

plays a key role in the interpretation of experiences. Franklin, (2003) for example has 

maintained that soundscapes form a salient element of the tourist experience, involving a 

diverse range of sounds from natural sounds, foreign languages, music and media through to 

everyday noise from traffic or reconstruction. 

With reference to branding, destinations are increasingly trying to use their soundscapes to 

differentiate themselves. This is unsurprising given the fact that in terms of the cognitive 

aspect of brand image, music in particular can be both a tangible and intangible attribute. 

Gibson and Connell (2005).  The use of music images and sound in tourism promotion can 

also help to create a holistic perception of the destination (Schofield, 2009). Manchester for 

example has played upon its popular music heritage, marketing its musical audioscape 

though tours as a distinctive dimension to the city's place brand, something that other cities 
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such as Prague, Vienna and Hamburg have also done with classical music (Schofield, 2009). 

The tourism message of Liverpool has also drawn upon its audio scape, invariably acquiring 

titles of Cit  of Musi   UNE“CO  a d Wo ld Capital of Pop   the Gui ess Book 
of Records (2003)  promoting artists, venues, festivals and events as key attractions. In a 

similar vein the South African city of Durban has recently established a partnership with 

National Geographic in order to promote Durban as a tourism destination, with marketing 

material exclusively focused on its soundscape (Mmstadium, 2012). 

2.5 Conclusion 

As a social and cultural creation, tourist experiences can be defined as a constant flow of 

thoughts a d feeli gs Ca lso , . It s lea  o  the  that these a e fo ed as a 
response to the perception of a variety of sensescapes including  soundscapes, smellscapes, 

touchscapes, tastescapes and visual landscapes (Krishna, 2010).  

The senses and emotional response to them play a crucial role in several aspects of the 

tourist experience. Perhaps most importantly is their potential to maximise travel 

satisfaction by facilitating unique and memorable experiences. Especially so in an emerging 

experience economy in which tourists have shown an active desire to engage creatively, 

intellectually, emotionally and physically with the destination. They also plays a factor in 

influencing the evaluation and selection process in destination choice behaviour - which is 

said to be based on the factual knowledge previously gained through bodily experience at 

the destination or via destination marketing which itself comes in the form of a variety of 

sensorial images - not just visual, but sounds, textures, smells, tastes, pains and pleasures, 

(Damásio, 1995)  

The t aditio al o eptualizatio  of the tou ist e pe ie e is o lo ge  effective in a dynamic 

landscape of travel and tourism  (Kang & Gretzel, 2007). As Govers & Go (2005 p.77) have 

stated The la k of u de sta di g of the e pe ie tial atu e of tou is  a o gst … tou is  i dust  
de isio  ake s  ofte  ea s the a  its p o oted fails to reflect the ulti-sensory, fantasy, and 

e oti e aspe ts  of its true potential. 

Thus gai i g a ette  u de sta di g of ho  the se ses a  e used to desig  o u i ate, 
brand, and boost experiences,  to potentially increase  satisfaction, and consequently, long-

te  e olle tio  a d lo alt  ould e e efi ial to ot o l  tou ists, a d p o ide s of 
tourism competing in an increasingly difficult market, but also city marketing agencies and 

residents themselves (Agapito et al, 2012, p.9). 
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2.6 Conceptual Summary 

 

This chapter illustrates the fact that the tourist experience is inherently multifaceted and 

multisensory. In order to appeal to tourist motivations, in particular a desire for escapism 

a d e pe ie i g the u i ue , ities a e eginning to differentiate themselves by going 

beyond the usual marketing of their tangible, functional characteristics and focusing more 

on intangible characteristics such as atmosphere and personality which can now be seen to 

represent a form of destination branding. The sensory description of both tangible and 

intangible characteristics can add an additional layer to branding, helping to create a more 

unique brand image, something which is increasingly being done by destinations across the 

globe. In order to understand how this can be done for a particular destination, in this case 

the city of Utrecht, it is necessary to first identify the tangible and intangible attributes being 

marketed, then uncover the sensescapes present within areas associated with them and 

finally establish the nature of their relationship with positive and negative emotions. The 

research methods used to do this will be explained in the following chapter. 

 

 

 

 

Sensory Description 

(based on perceived 
sensescapes) 

Intangible 
Attributes 

(e.g. 
attractions) 

Tangible Characteristics 

(e.g. atmosphere) 

Unique 
Brand 
Image 
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Methodolog  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter begins with an overview of the site and sample chosen before going on to 

provide an explanation of and justification for the research methods chosen. 

In order to answer the first research question, a content analysis of marketing literature was 

undertaken, the results of which were to form the building blocks of the methodology 

chosen to answer the second and third research questions by informing the route and 

questioning to be used during walk-along interviews. The interviews were supported by a 

third methodology auto-photography, which it has been argued goes well with the walk-

along method. 

3.11 Case Target Site  

 

This study took place in the historic centre of Utrecht. Utrecht was chosen as brand 

awareness has recently been reported as being low in comparison with its competition 

despite being within the top five tourist destinations in the Netherlands (Utrecht in top of 

most hospitable cities once more, 2012) With a keti g u e tl  fo usi g o  the it s 
tangible characteristics, enquiring into the sensual perceptions of visitors could thus provide 

useful information on how to create a stronger or more enticing brand, drawing upon the 

sensescapes to describe both tangible and intangible aspects of the city, just as other cities 

around the globe have begun to do so. This could be particularly useful considering the fact 

that the City of Utrecht have suggested the growth of tourism should play a key role in 

remaining prosperous in the face of a tough economic climate (Toerisme Utrecht, 2012). 

 

 

According to the Utrecht Municipality, the centre of the city can be subdivided into several 

different areas. These are:- 

- Wijk C 

- Breedstraat & Plompentorengracht e.o. 

- Hoog Catharijne, NS & Jaarbeurs 

- Nobelstraat e.o. 

- Domplein, Neude & Janskerkhof 
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- L. Elizabethstraat & Mariaplaats e.o. 

- Hooch Boulandt 

- Lange Nieuwestraat e.o. 

- Nieuwegracht Oost 

- Springweg e.o. & Geertebuurt.   

(Gemeente Utrecht, Plattegrond Binnenstad, 2010).  

 

The walk alongs all took place on a fixed route built upon the results of the content analysis 

within the Domplein, Neude & Janskerhof and L. Elizabethstraat & Mariaplaats e.o. areas. 

These were deemed to represent the places most likely to be frequented by visitors as they 

fell ithi  the tou ist hotspot' a ea des i ed o  the Visit Ut e ht VVV Toe is e e site 

(see Figure 8 in the appendices). The actual route is explained in further detail within the 

following chapter. 

 

3.12 Case Target Sample  

 

The sample taken for interviewing comprised of international visitors to Utrecht and a small 

number of national visitors and non-permanent residents. These ranged in age, nationality 

and background with roughly a 50/50 gender split between visitors, thus fitting to the 

general profile of tourists in Utrecht (Toerisme Utrecht, 2011).   This research was first and 

foremost based on international tourists. Despite this a small number of national visitors and 

non-permanent residents were also included in the study. This was done for several reasons, 

primarily to provide a broader picture of how the city and its sensescapes were perceived 

but additionally to confront the wider impact of tourism on the city of Utrecht, especially 

considering the fact that the city marketing association and municipality documents also 

focused on the importance of retaining their local talent and attracting business visitors from 

within the country. All interviews were arranged via friends of friends. This produced a total 

of 14 respondents, the profiles of which are below: 

 

Respondent 1: Johann a 25 years old Dutch male who has lived in Utrecht for the past 5 

years 

Respondent 2: Adrienn, a 26 year old Hungarian female visiting Utrecht as an international 

tourist  

Respondents 3 & 4: Daniel, a 30 year old British male and Dhaleen, a 31 year old British/Thai 

female both visiting Utrecht as international tourists  
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Respondent 5 & 6: Ana and Isabel, both 23 year old Spanish females visiting Utrecht as 

international tourists  

Respondent 7: Sofia, a 24 year old Greek female living in Utrecht as a temporary resident 

whilst studying at the University 

Respondent 8: Ioanna, a 23 year old Greek female living in Utrecht as a temporary resident 

whilst studying at the University 

Respondent 9: Marieke, a 24 year old Dutch female from Amsterdam, visiting Utrecht for a 

day trip 

Respondent 10: Andrew, a 35 year old British male visiting Utrecht as an international tourist  

Respondents 11 & 12: Glen and Caroline, a 26 year old British male and 24 year old British 

female both visiting Utrecht as international tourists  

Respondents 13 & 14: Helen & Mark, a 59 year old British male and 57 year old British 

female both visiting Utrecht as international tourists. 

3.2 Content Analysis 

 

3.21 Background 

 

Content analysis is considered to be a  app oa h to the a al sis of do u e ts a d te ts that 
seeks to quantify content in terms of predetermined categories and in a systematic and replicable 

a e  (Bryman, 2008, p.289).  

In this project content analysis was chosen because it provides the logical solution to finding 

an answer to the first research question (which consequently  plays a crucial part in 

answering the final research question) and is flexible enough to apply to a range of 

unstructured textual information (Bryman, 2008).  

Content analysis appeared to give a simple, unobtrusive means of assessing how the brand 

image of the city of Utrecht portrayed itself and appeared to be portrayed within the press. 

This reflects the suggestion of O Lea  a d Deega  (2005)  that content analysis of written 

information, such as guidebooks and travel brochures can produce a great deal of 

information about the images projected by a tourism destination. Additionally content 

analysis is also seen as a transparent research method, facilitating repetition in future, either 

as applied to other cases, or in more detail with reference to this case (Bryman, 2008). 

With reference to its limitations content analysis is a purely descriptive method and cannot 

be used to determine causal effects (Bryman, 2008). As such, the underlying motives behind 

any observation can only be based on assumptions. This does not pose a significant problem 

to this study however as in this case content analysis is used primarily to provide a 
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preliminary study for walk-along interviews. Whilst it also serves to answer the first research 

question - this seeks to k o  hat  athe  tha  h . 

3.22 Operationalization 

 

In order to undertake the analysis, a sample of 10 documents was used giving a total of 

32,660 words. These comprised of websites such as the Gemeente & VVV Toerisme Utrecht 

websites, and also both travel blogs and articles produced within the press surrounding 

Ut e ht as a t a el desti atio  These e e take  f o  the Ut e ht ithi  the P ess  se tio  
of the Toersime Utrecht website). The specific documents can be found in the following 

chapter. The documents were chosen based upon having content directly related to the 

promotion of Utrecht and marketing of its brand image. It must be noted here that the 

amount of text did vary per site, with the city tourism websites containing substantially more 

so than in the press articles. The aim of the content analysis was to Identify the most 

frequently used language used in the promotion of Utrecht as a tourist destination by the 

city tourist authority, the gemeente and in foreign press articles.  

 

3.23Analysis 

 

In order to perform an analysis on the sampled documents, the websites, blogs and articles 

were manually browsed and scanned for textual content. This was then copied, pasted and 

saved into separate Word files (depending on source document) and then analysed both 

qualitatively and quantitatively using the MAXQDA computer program. MAXQDA was chosen 

as it was deemed to have the most user friendly interface in terms of presenting the data.  

The written material was then coded and categorised according to whether it related to 

sensory description and / or tangible (product) or intangible (experiential) characteristics 

(Chacko, 1997). This process was informed by literature cited within the theoretical chapter. 

The groups of coded material were then compared with each other across all documents and 

by groups of matching document type. In addition a quantitative word frequency count was 

undertaken. The results of both served to provide an answer to the first research question 

and thus in turn inform the methodology for the walk-along interviews. 

 

3.3 Walk-alongs 

 

3.31 Background 

 

The go-along is a relatively new technique within social science research of which walk-

alongs constitute one form.  The walk-along itself can be considered as a type of hybrid 

participant observation in which the researcher performs an in depth interview whilst 

walking alongside the respondent in their natural environment, thus adopting the role of 

observer whilst also participating in the experience  (Carpiano 2009; Kusenbach 2003; 
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Bryman, 2008). By o se i g thei  i fo a ts  spatial p a ti es in situ, it s a gued that 
ethnographers are able to capture the stream of perceptions, emotions and interpretations 

that i fo a ts usuall  keep to the sel es  Kuse a h, 2003, p.464). Incidentally it is these 

which are considered to make up everyday experience (Carpiano, 2009). 

 

As with all empirical research, the presence of a researcher is undeniably an intrusion on the 

private dimension of lived experience and consequently the walk along cannot be 

considered as a true gateway to experience of the observed (Kusenbach, 2003) indeed it is 

often critiqued that it is unnatural to comment on  

o e s u o s ious actions or perceptions and often difficult for average layperson to 

describe (Kusenbach, 2003). 

 

Nevertheless in its ability to allow the researcher to actively observe and participate in the 

experience whilst simultaneously questioning the respondent, it goes much further in 

removing the filters of perception which are shaped by and sensitive to social contexts than 

other methods (Kusenbach, 2003). In sharing the experience the researcher is not only able 

to perceive the environment himself but also gain a better understanding of how the 

respondent perceives the environment by questioning their responses to it. For this reason 

Ca pia o  a gues it is pa ti ula l  suited to e plo i g a espo de ts se se of pla e . 
 

Described by Kusenbach (2003 p.466) as offe i g p i ileged if ot u i ue a ess  to the 

theme of perception of the environment, go-alongs then appear to represent  the most 

logical choice of research method for this study, particularly in the form of the walk-along, as 

the centre of Utrecht is heavily pedestrianized and traversed by tourists primarily on foot. 

 

3.32 Operationalization 

 

A total of 10 walk along interviews were undertaken over a period of several weeks. Nine of 

these were semi structured and informed by the interview guide that can be seen on the 

following page, the other one was unstructured taking place before the interview guide was 

finalised (this still produced significant material for analysis and was nevertheless included 

within the study). Each interview varied in length between roughly 45 and 90 minutes and 

was undertaken whenever the interviewees were available. All 10 took place during the day. 

As most of the international visitors came with friends or partners, most were taken around 

in pairs in order to avoid taking additional time out of their holiday. The list of interviews can 

be seen below: 

 

Interview 1: Danny & Dhaleen - Date & Time: Monday morning - Weather conditions: dry 

and bright - Length: 45 minutes   
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Interview 2: Johann - Date & Time: Thursday afternoon - Weather conditions: sunny with 

showers - Length: 90 minutes 

Interview 3: Adrienn - Date & Time: Monday afternoon - Weather conditions: Sunny & warm 

- Length: 45 minutes 

Interview 4: Isabel & Ana - Date & Time: Wednesday afternoon - Weather conditions: sunny 

with showers - Length: 48 minutes 

Interview 5: Sofia - Date & Time: Thursday afternoon - Weather conditions: showers- Length: 

42 minutes 

Interview 6: Marieke - Date & Time: Tuesday morning - Weather conditions: dry, sunny and 

warm - Length: 45 minutes 

Interview 7: Glen & Caroline - Date & Time: Sunday afternoon - Weather conditions: cloudy - 

Length: 49 minutes 

Interview 8: Andrew - Date & Time: Saturday morning - Weather conditions: sun and cloud - 

Length: 44 minutes 

Interview 9: Helen & Mark - Date & Time: Monday morning - Weather conditions: dry, warm 

& bright - Length: 61 minutes  

Interview 10: Ioanna - Date & Time: Friday afternoon - Weather conditions: dry and cloudy - 

Length: 45 minutes 

In order to build trust, the interviewees were contacted prior to the walk alongs and 

provided with an overview of what would happen on the day and some background 

information on the project before consenting to perform the research. In addition to this the 

respondents were asked whether or not they would like to remain anonymous. In addition, 

using respondents gathered via the friend of a friend method gave a degree of familiarity 

that helped to attain a level of trust allowing the respondents to open up more freely, thus 

creating a deeper level of insight into their experience, and going some way to address the 

critique raised by Kusenbach (2003).  

With reference to the walk-alongs, due to the explorative nature of the topic a loosely (semi) 

structured interviewing format was chosen. This included a set of questions based upon the 

key themes emerging from the literature that could be used as prompts to create discussion 

about what respondents were observing through their sight, hearing, smell and touch. 

Initially taste was also to be included in the research, however after the first interview it 

became obvious that this would be difficult to do without including a sample of stops in the 

it s eate ies, a d thus a sepa ate stud  ould e o e apt. Bryman and Bell, (2007, p.482) 

ha e suggested that a  i te ie  guide allo s the i te ie e  to glea  the a s i  hi h 
esea h pa ti ipa ts ie  thei  so ial o ld . It s lea  that o i i g this ith ope  
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discussion could allow for a rich mix of data covering the full range of sensory perception 

and emotional response. 

I  o de  to u o e  espo de ts  se so  pe eptio s, e otio s a d ie s o  the Ut e ht 
brand an interview guide was utilised. This was composed of the following questions (with 

some variation in wording):- 

- What do you notice first about your physical surroundings? 

- Do you notice any particular smells, sights, sounds or tactile sensations in this street / 

s ua e / a ea?….and how do they make you feel? 

- In general do you think this street / square / area is attractive or unattracti e? ….. A d hat 
makes it so? 

- Ho  ould ou des i e the at osphe e i  this st eet / s ua e / a ea ?… and how does it 

make you feel? 

- What do you think contributes most to creating the atmosphere in this street / square / area 

? 

- Do you feel comfortable or uncomfortable in the st eet / s ua e / a ea… a d h ? 

- What do you feel makes this square / street / area u i ue, if a thi g?…. A d h ? 

 

In general after every question explanatory questions were also asked such as:- 

 

- and for what reason? / and why is that? / what makes it seem that way? 

 

Post Interview, the follo i g uestio s e e asked… 

 

- What did you know about Utrecht before you came or what did you expect it to be like?  

- What do you think the brand image / marketing of Utrecht should be focused on  

- Which area of the walk-along produced the most sensual experience? 

- Do you think the city of Utrecht could benefit from being a more sensual experience?  

- Do you have any ideas for creating a more sensual experience? 

- Do you think describing the sensual experience of Utrecht (e.g. the colours, sounds, smells of 

the Oudegracht) would make it seem more appealing to tourists reading about it in 

articles/magazines/websites? 

 

In addition to this a sample of specific questions derived from the marketing material 

presented with in the Utrecht VVV Toerisme website and documents were incorporated into 

the questioning at each of the larger sites. These questions were based upon the analysis of 

such material during the content analysis. The questions can be seen below:- 
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Domplein:- The Dom has been described in tourist literature as dominating and iconic... 

- Would you agree? If not why not?  

- What aspect of the church or square, if any do you feel makes it seem dominating or iconic?  

Pandhof Garden:- The Pandhof garden has been described in tourist literature as an 

undiscovered gem, both idyllic and att a ti e… 

- Would you agree? If not why not?  

- What exactly do you think makes it idyllic or attractive? 

The Oudegracht:- The Oudegracht has been described in tourist literature as lively, charming 

a d o a ti … 

- Do you agree with any of those labels? If not why not?  

- What senses do you think help to create that atmosphere? 

Vredenburg:- The shopping area around Hogh Catherijne has been described in city policy 

docume ts as u tid  a d u att a ti e… 

- Do you agree? If not why not? 

- Do you feel the problem is entirely visual or are there other senses which you feel impact on 

the area or make it feel uncomfortable? 

Voorstraat:- The Voorstraat sas been described in tourism literature as trendy and modern?  

- Do you agree? If not why not? 

- Is there anything particular that you can see, hear, feel or smell that would fit those labels? 

Zadelstraat:- The Zadelstraat has been described in tourism literature as colourful, charming 

and historic?  

- Do you agree? If not why not? 

- Is there anything particular that you can see, hear, feel or smell that would fit those labels? 

 

3.33 Analysis  

 

In order to translate the walk along interviews into material that could be analysed, the 

interviews recorded were then transcribed to MS Word documents. This data was then 

imported into the NVIVO computer program and coded in order to both transform it into a 

map of sensescapes within Utrecht and translate it into theoretical concepts that could be 

used in order to answer the research questions the study is based upon. More information 

on the coding process can be seen in the analysis chapter. In order to retain transparency 

transcriptions of the interviews themselves can be found on an accompanying cd.  
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3.4 Auto-Photography  

 

3.41 Background 

 

According to Thomas (2009) auto-photography, in which the research respondents 

themselves produce visual images is becoming an increasingly popular research method 

within the social sciences. Thomas (2009) has argued this is because photographs can help 

research participants to impart their own narratives, retaining a sense of social context and 

thus moving away from the historically unequal power relations between the researchers 

and researched. 

 

The products of auto-photography can either be combined with an interviewing process 

known as photo elicitation, qualified as a source of visual data themselves to be coded and 

analysed by the researcher, or serve as aide in illustrating analysis (Bryman 2008). 

 

With reference to this particular project one limitation of using auto-photography to support 

research material is that it can only be used to show respondents perceptions of visual 

sensescapes. Whilst it can also show aspects of the physical environment contributing to 

other sensescapes it cannot show them explicitly through the ears, nose and skin of the 

respondent. 

 

3.42 Operationalization 

 

Thomas (2009) has argued that photographs represent an excellent way of making 

comparisons between places, illuminating the desires of participants that might be difficult 

to articulate through speech and highlighting any contradictions between what people say 

and what they represent. For this reason before the interviews took place, it was explained 

to the respondents that they would be given a digital camera in order to take photos to 

support their descriptions. The respondents were asked  specifically to take photographs of 

any place they felt strongly about - in terms or sensual stimuli or emotional response, or at 

any point in which they struggled to articulate their perceptions (particularly important to 

this study as the majority of the interviewees did not speak English as a first language)  

 

At that point they were then asked why they had taken the photo. Thomas (2009 p.3) also 

sees doing this as of great use stating that esea he s a  glea  diffe e t so ial oti atio s  
considering why certain scenes were captured when they were; each photo is a lesson about the 

subject who took that particular picture. When a person takes a picture knowing that it is for a 

research project, they have made a decision to represent themselves through the visual scene they 

f a e i  the a e a  
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The su se ue t photos se ed as hat B a   alls a  aide e oi e .  A o gst 

others Sarah Pink (2008:190) has suggested the analysis of photographs goes hand in hand 

with the go-alo g ethod of esea h. “he states that I  photog aphs I fi d e i de s a d 
ep ese tatio s of the ate ialit , se so ialit  a d so ialit  of the tou , thus reflecting 

Bryman (2008) who  notes that the use of pictures can be crucial in making sure significant 

affects are not forgotten about when it comes to analysis.  

 

3.43 Analysis 

 

As previously stated the photographs produced during the walk alongs functioned as 

supporting data for the interviews. Consequently they were categorised by location and 

respondent and used to assist in supporting statements taken from the transcribed 

interviews. During the analysis an attempt to retain what Pink (2001) has alled a efle i e 
positio  as u de take , a k o ledgi g that a esea he  ust e se siti e to the o te t 
in which  ones age, background and  gender may influence the way in which visual data is 

generated and its potential for multiple meaning. 
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Co te t A al sis 
 

4.1 Intro 

 

This chapter follows with the process, results and conclusions of the content analysis 

conducted for this research. The results are split into two sections, one discussing the 

general picture emerging across all documents, and another looking in more depth at the 

differences between the documents. The conclusion seeks to clarify the relevance of the 

results to the research and demonstrate how they translated into building the foundations 

of the walk-along interviews.  

 

4.11 Aims 

 

As stated previously within the methodology chapter, the use of content analysis within this 

thesis served a dual purpose. It was undertaken primarily to provide an answer to the initial 

research question, but also in order to provide the building blocks of the methodology for 

the walk-along interviews conducted.  

 

4.2 Process 

 

In the end a total of the 10 documents were chosen for analysis. This translated into 32,660 

words of text. These included, two PDF documents taken from the city tourism agency 

e site Visit Ut e ht - Ut e ht Cit  Guide  a d Ut e ht fo  the st ti e , a p o otio al 
PDF do u e t e titled Ut e ht Ti e  p odu ed  the u i ipalit  (Gemeente), an Utrecht 

focused e page o  the atio al tou ist oa d e site Dis o e  Holla d  a d si  s alle  
web articles produced in the foreign press relating to the promotion of Utrecht, two of 

which were French, two English, one Spanish and one Italian. Links to these documents can 

be seen in the appendices.  

 

Text from each document was translated into English if required and saved into separate 

word documents. These documents were then opened in the MAXQDA software program 

and each was coded progressively, first openly and then more selectively. The coding tree 

that emerged can be seen below and was based on an attempt to categorise material within 

the documents as relating to tangible (functional) characteristics, intangible (psychological) 

characteristics, text concerning sensory description, or any combination of the three. (See 

Figure 1). As this was a qualitative process, the results of any analysis would always be 

determined to some extent by the coding itself. For this reason in addition to comparing the 

percentages of categories and subcategories coded per document and across all documents, 

an analysis of word frequency was also included. The results of these will now be discussed. 
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4.3 Results 

 

To provide an overview, the content of all 10 documents together was studied, the results of 

this a  e fou d u de  the Ge e al Pi tu e  headi g.  I  o de  to highlight a  diffe e es 
between the documents, the documents were split into several groups. This is found under 

the I  Depth  headi g. The g oups hose  e e:- 
 

Foreign press articles - Monnuage, Regional Mag, Miles Mag, Hola, Mainly Cities, 10 Choses 

Municipality documents - Gemeente Utrecht time 

Tourism documents - VVV Toerimse First Time, VVV Toerisme Stadsgid, Discover Holland 

(Utrecht) 

 

4.31 General Picture 

 

The top  ost f e ue t o ds a oss all  do u e ts a al sed dee i g Ut e ht . Cit  
a d Ce t e  as i ele a t  e e al ost e lusi el  asso iated ith Ut e ht s ta gi le 
attributes. In particular those relating to its canals, shops, cafes, museums and churches. 

These i luded o ds su h as Do , To e , “hoppi g  a d Oudeg a ht  see Figu e   
 

Words relating to intangible characteristics were less frequent but did occur in the top 25 

most frequent words. This may have partly been due to the fact that such a variety of 

des ipti e o ds a  e used to des i e a pa ti ula  at osphe e. The o ds ha i g , 
pi tu es ue  a d id lli  fo  e a ple ould all e o side ed as s o s. Ne e theless the 

most common words found were those associated with; histo , su h as edie al  o  old , 
those ith ultu e i ludi g ultu al , a d those ith at osphe e su h as spe ial  This a  
also be seen in Figure 2. 

 

With reference to sensual description within word frequency counts interestingly little was 

fou d. The o l  o ds featu i g i  the top  e e see  a d eautiful  suggesti g that a  
sensual description within the documents was primarily based on the visual sense (see 

Figure 2).  

 

Looking at Figure 3 which shows the overall percentages of material coded per category we 

begin to see a picture that reflects the findings of the word frequency analysis. Over half of 

the total content is qualified as relating to tangible attributes, with just over a quarter 

ascribed to intangible attributes and just under a quarter representing that associated with 

sensory description.  

 

The top five tangible attributes themselves according to material coded also appeared to be 

Ut e ht s a als, afes & estau a ts, shops, useu s a d Do  hu h ith oughl  e ual 
cove age gi e  to ea h. Othe s of ote e e the ities  a hite tu e a d ga de s. Figu e  
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On the other hand the most prominent intangible characteristic presented across all 

do u e ts see ed to e at osphe e  a d a ious su sets of it i ludi g f ie dl , os , 
ela i g  a d i ti ate  a o gst othe s. This ep ese ted o e  half of all o te t. A s alle  

sha e of o e age as also gi e  to the ities  histo  a d ulture (see Figure 4.1)  

Across all documents analysed, over half of all material coded as referring to the senses was 

coded as visual.  Descriptions drawing upon the haptic, audial and gustatory senses were 

again roughly equal but less frequent. Interestingly throughout all the documents there was 

barely any reference to the olfactory sense (See Figure 4.2).   

4.32 In Depth 

 

By looking in more depth at the breakdown of content as per the groups of documents some 

interesting observations can be made.  

 

Whilst the breakdown as per overall content and intangible attributes were roughly the 

same for all three groups, there were noticeable differences between them in terms of 

which tangible attributes and which senses featured the most. The tourist documents for 

example seemed to pay significant attention to the biggest variety of attributes, with more 

coverage devoted to architecture, gardens and entertainment when compared to the other 

documents. The foreign press articles on the other hand contained the most content with 

reference to what one might consider typical tourist attractions, the canals, cafes, museums 

and Dom church. In comparison the Gemeente (municipality) document appeared to be 

much less focused on the typical tourist attractions, instead paying more attention to 

location, shopping facilities, and fairs, exhibits and festivals (See Figures 6, 6.1 & 6.2). This 

was also reflected with in the top 25 word frequencies  (Figure 5) which included the words 

shops , shoppi g , usi ess , e t al  a d lo atio . 
 

 In terms of sensory description the Municipality document was found to be the most 

focused on the visual sense. Foreign press articles were also heavily biased towards the 

visual but also had a sizable portion of text relating to the haptic. The tourism documents 

were the most balanced and held the only reference to the olfactory sense, nevertheless 

text relating to the visual still represented almost 50% of the documents. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

 

The city appeared to be marketed slightly differently depending on who produced the 

material. This is probably due to subtle differences in their target audience. The foreign 

press articles and tourism documents appeared to be more geared towards international 

tourists, and this was reflected by a stronger focus on typical attractions than the 

Municipality documents which seemed to stress the location more alongside attributes such 

as museums, shopping facilities, fairs, exhibits and events. These are the kind of things that 

would probably appeal more to visitors from within the Netherlands, suggesting that the 

municipality documents were aimed at people visiting for conferences or business in 

addition to the international tourist. 

 

Despite these differences across all marketing material a fairly coherent image could be 

seen. This appeared to place a stronger emphasis on the cities tangible characteristics with 

the image of Utrecht being primarily associated with its canals, cafes and restaurants, shops, 

hu hes a d useu s. Whilst it s lea  that p o otio al ate ials ha e also atte pted to 
draw upon the (intangible) history, culture and atmosphere associated with these attributes, 

emphasis has lied heavily on the visual description of these and the visitor / tourist 

experience as being primarily visual in nature. 

 

With a lack of attention given to the other senses, studying them could provide an additional 

layer in the marketing of what is increasingly being seen as an inherently multisensory 

experience. 

 

With these results in mind, a route for the walk along interviews could be established. 

Several sites associated with each of the key tangible attributes emerging from the content 

a al sis e e hose  that fell ithi  the tou ist hotspot' a ea des i ed o  the Visit Ut e ht 
VVV Toerisme website (see Figure 8). These included the Vredenburg, Lange Elisabethstraat, 

Zadelstraat and Voorstraat representing shopping areas, The Domplein and Pandhof 

Gardens representing the Dom, the Oudegracht and Vismarkt representing the canals, and 

the Neude and Mariaplaats areas representing cafes & bars.  No sites associated with 

museums were chosen as this would have necessitated visiting the museums themselves 

hi h as t possi le gi e  the atu e of the p oje t.  
 

The chosen sites also offered some overlap in terms of which attribute they represented and 

had also been associated with in the tourist literature with particular intangible 

characteristics which translated into more specific questioning regarding the atmosphere of 

the majority of the sites (The site specific questions can be found within the methodology 

chapter as part of the interview guide). The sites selected were then linked together to form 

a route which would take between approximately 45 and 60 minutes. This can be seen 

below:- 
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A al sis 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter will follow firstly with an overview of the results of the walk along analysis and 

supporting photography, with tables and charts taken from the NVIVO software showing 

how the analysis was conducted. Subsequently the results for each of the 10 areas as 

established within the content analysis chapter will be presented, drawing insight into the 

sensescapes present and emotional responses to them within the centre of Utrecht as 

experienced by tourists and visitors. This will also seek to outline and explain any 

connections found between sensual perception and emotional response to sensescapes, and 

any variation between different types of visitor, thus providing an answer to research 

question 2. The chapter will then conclude with a discussion concerning the management of 

the it s sensescapes and their potential to be used as an additional layer in the description 

a d a keti g of the ke  featu es of Ut e ht s a d i age, a d so p o ide a  a s e  to the 
third research question. 

 

5.2 Results 

 

In the end 14 people were interviewed during 9 semi structured walk along interviews and 

one unstructured walk along. These were all conducted on various days within the month of 

June. The interviews all ranged between 45 and 90 minutes producing a total of 8 hours and 

34 minutes of material for analysis. 10 respondents were international visitors, two short 

term residents (university students), one a long term resident within Utrecht, and one a 

visitor from another Dutch city. The composition of respondents meant some interviewees 

already had a greater familiarity with the city than others. As an interviewer, my familiarity 

with the area and interview process grew as the research went on, accordingly as patterns 

began to emerge, during the case of later interviews I was able to include questions based 

on the observations made by respondents during previous interviews, which allowed for a 

greater level of comparison to be made. 

 

The transcribed interviews (which can be found on the attached cd) were copied into the 

NVIVO software programme and analysed qualitatively. The use of NVIVO served to assist 

the analysis in several ways. Coding helped to both organize and structure the empirical 

data, in addition to assisting in uncovering the relationships that were to be found within it. 

In creating memos NVIVO also helped to identify a variety of concepts which facilitated the 

understanding and presentation of the analysis.  
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The category and coding tree can be seen in Figure 9. The percentage of coded material for 

sensory perception as experienced across all areas can be seen in Figure 10. Compared to 

Figure 4.2 showing the percentage of coded material for sensory description found within 

the content analysis, the results are somewhat similar with the visual appearing to be 

dominant. On the other hand looking more specifically at the different locations along the 

interview route, a different picture begins to emerge. The breakdown for each site can be 

seen in Figures 11 through 11.9. The results of which will now be discussed in more detail. 

 

5.21 Voorstraat 

 

Voorstraat was perceived as a somewhat creative and multicultural street with a youthful 

yet slightly edgy atmosphere. This appeared to be built around a picture of intriguing 

brickwork and laid back colourful cafes smelling of ethnic food interspersed with 

disconcerting views of aging prostitutes in red light windows and suspicious looking 

ha a te s ´ha gi g a ou d  outside offeeshops gi i g off a st o g odou  of a ijua a. The 
sound of bicycles bells ringing, gears clicking, pedestrian crossings and general city noise 

dominated the soundscape. The majority of people felt either neutral or a degree of 

topophobia at this site. 

 

Bicycles, bicycles, bicycles! 

 

One prominent aspect of the street responsible for creating a variety of sensescapes was the 

presence of bicycles. These were commented in one way or another by practically every 

respondent. It must be noted that although bikes are a strong presence throughout Utrecht, 

Voorstraat was the starting point for the majority of interviews and thus presented the first 

opportunity to notice them, especially for first time visitors. And notice them they did, 

especially in terms of the landscape and soundscape 

R: there are lots of broken bikes, lots of rusty broken bikes everywhere 

R2: and if you compare it to Amsterdam, Amsterdam felt crowded because of the 

tou ists. The o l  ti e ou feel o ded he e is he  ou’ e got a flo k of i les 
a d that’s a out it. 

R: Yeh the number of bikes is insanely noticeable - Daniel & Dhaleen  

 

R: sort of like, you can hear the gears going a little bit and maybe the occasional bell, but 

mostly you can just see a lot of bikes – Glen & Caroline 
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Hipster  ut Edgy  

 

Throughout the interviews, Voorstraat presented itself as somewhat two sided, with an 

edg  at osphe e p odu i g feeli gs of oth topophilia a d topopho ia.  

R : a it ope , I did i ediatel  oti e of it’s a it tatt  it’s a it ki d of “oho-ish ……it’s a 

place that I might choose to be in, rather than find myself in, if I found myself here I might 

thi k oh he e’s that othe  it go e, e ause it’s a it diffe e t, it ight e a it edgie  at 
ight, if the e is usi  a d stuff…..it feels like a eal st eet yeh, I can imagine that people kind 

of li e the e, the  do thei  stuff hat the  do a d it’s li ed i , so it ki d of its ok –Mark 

 

For some a positive atmosphere was created by the combination of the look and sound of 

colourful cafes and busy shops. Andrew for example stated it akes a uzz a out the pla e, 
akes it li el  highlighting the amount of young people outside and the colour of the 

cushions and benches in some of the cafes, suggesting it made the street seem fashionable 

o  e e  a little hipste . O  the othe  ha d the t o “pa ish gi ls Isa el la elled the st eet as 
da k , diso ga ised , di t  a d e e  da ge ous  poi ti g to the p ese e of p ostitutes 

and coffeeshops as a source of discomfort. 

I: and is there anything which makes you feel u o fo ta le?… 

R2: the crazy guys we saw, most of the time, because we are near the coffeshop maybe the 

people are high or something, sometimes crazy. There was one scruffy man picking cigarettes 

from the floor, it seems quite weird so – Isabel 

 

“o ethi g hi h othe s also did… 

R: yeh the marijuana and the prostitutes, many times I walk outside these weed places and I 

see people that I do ’t like. I feel like alki g o  the othe  side of the st eet, e ause I do ’t 
like walking outside these – Sofia 
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Interestingly however, for both Dutch respondents, one a resident and the other a visitor 

from Amsterdam (who took the previous picture) it was described as being a friendly 

neighbourhood like atmosphere where someone might do their groceries before going 

home after work. This may have been due to the fact that as Dutch nationals they were 

more acutely aware of any real danger or lack thereof associated with the red light windows 

and coffeeshop clientele.  

 

5.22 Oudegracht  

 

Interestingly the sensescape of the Oudegracht seemed to be made up of two distinct layers, 

reflecting the unique way in which it is structured. Street level was associated with a feeling 

of liveliness and vibrancy coming from the sights and sounds of people sat outside busy cafe 

terraces chatting, the exotic smells of street vendors, street musicians playing their 

instruments and a jumble of architectural styles, but also a feeling of danger as bicycle 

frames rattle loudly over the cobbles as they pass by too close for comfort. Down below at 

canal side, the atmosphere was perceived as calmer, isolated away from the noise with canal 

boats and ducks quietly passing by and people eating in restaurants shaded by leafy 

greenery. In general visitors felt topophilia, whilst residents felt topophobia here. 

 

Movement & Calm 

 

The idea of the uniqueness of the area coming from its contrasting layers is nicely summed 

up by the following two respondents comments, and subsequent picture illustrating them 

taken by glen 

R: it’s the o i atio  that ithi  a us  pla e, ou ha e eall  al  ie s, he  ou tu  
a ou d like this ou see all the people o i g, a d ou tu  a ou d a k a d it’s like oh, it 
feels a it like a pa k he e ou a  alk th ough…. eh I thi k ou an find a nice balance, 

you can escape the busy scene by walking down the stairs and you enter a totally different 

world 

R: I thi k it ki d of i plies that he  ou go do  the e, it's al e  do  the e, ou’ e got 
the bustle up here and the calmness down there, and you get a bit of that contrast – Glen 
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Varietas Deletcas 

 

The Oudegracht appeared to be particularly characterised by its abundance of sights, 

sounds, smells and feeling on offer which seemed to produce feelings of topophilia. 

R: …..the e see s to e a lot goi g o , I a  see so e gu s o  a paddle oat stu k u de  a 
bridge over there, there are bikes everywhere, the e a e food stalls, shops ……I thi k, ou get 
that sort of mix and sort of it hits the senses a bit more strongly and you can sort of think oh 

ell, it e ti es ou I guess eall , a d the  the e’s the oise of that flo e  gu  just shouti g 5 
euros all the ti e, 5 eu os fo  that a  flo e s see ed p ett  good…..I thi k it’s i e ou 
can really feel yeh I like the variety – Glen 
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Respondents particularly liked the variety of architecture they could see:- 

R: so it’s so old, a d I eall  like the fa t they kept the old pavement, I really like the fact they 

kept the old uildi gs, ut the  ou a  see these eall  ode  afes outside, so it’s like a 
kind of contrast – Adrienn 

 

Helen took the previous pi tu e at this site o e ti g that the hotel a d the architecture 

o  that side of the a al, so e old uildi gs, ou see the tops of the oofs…. the  a e all e  
different, some of the olde  o es a e eall  lo el   
 

Memories 

 

In addition to its ability to produce positive sensations, the Oudegracht also appeared to be 

capable of conjuring up images and provoking comparisons more so than at other areas of 

the walk along. Several respondents commented on the canals, lights and cobbled streets as 

reminding them of Venice, yet favourably without the smell 

R: if ou’ e ot ea i g high heels, ou k o  it takes e a k to alki g i  a  olde  it  like 
it e i ds e a it of Ro e o  “ie a, a e e ause I’ e ee  to Ital , ut I like it…..Ma e 

e ause e a e alki g, ut I e pe ted a e ou k o  e ause I’ e een to Venice that the 

a als ould s ell, ut ou a ’t eall  s ell it. All I a  s ell is just the t ee s ell, ai l  
because of the flowers and everything - Adrienn 

R : eh, I’d sa  eh, I thi k it’s a lassi  ase e ause a als o ju e up o a ti  otio s of 
Venice and being slow moving - Helen  

 

5.23 Mariaplaats 

 

Much like the Oudegracht, the way the Mariaplaats was laid out physically gave it two 

distinct sensescapes, one side of square appeared to be characterised by its quiet and 

greenery, with shady trees, benches and smooth cobblestones producing a feeling of being 

in a French square. At the other side it was typical city sights and sounds - bikes and cars 

next to laid back bars, fun looking cafes and people sitting out on sunny terraces. The smell 

of food was particularly strong here. The site was associated overwhelmingly with 

topophilia; however this site was skipped over in several interviews due to time restraints so 

the result may not be representative. 

Inviting cafes and uninviting smells 

 

The smell of food and opportunity to be sat outside really seemed to appeal to respondents 

as they passed through the square 
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R2: again the location of the restaurant or the tables outside, you can be in the street eating, 

a eall  g eat at osphe e he  ou a e alki g a ou d….the st eet i ites ou to sit the e 
and chat and just enjoy the atmosphere - Isabel 

R1: (Mariaplaats) that place on the corner I could reall  s ell food the e a d that’s got e 
feeling hungry – Mark 

 

Whilst passing through, one feature of the built environment did however detract from the 

o fo t le el of se e al of the espo de ts, the st eet u i al o  pissoi  - the smell of these 

were inva ia l   des i ed as a ful  a d disgusti g  i oki g so e deg ee of topopho ia.  
 

Greenery 

 

At the other side of the square the site was noticeably greener and quieter which 

respondents also liked.  

R : this is just like t pi al F e h s ua e is ’t it ….. Particularly the trees in this square bit, and 

the cobbles, but particularly the shape of the square - Helen 

 
Sofia a short term resident notes:- 

R: I really love this point with the huge trees, I think especially in summer you can have a 

quiet relaxing moment here 

 

5.24 Neude 

 

Much like the Mariaplaats, each side of the square seemed to have a different sensescape. 

One side was seen as having a typical continental feeling. This was attributed primarily to the 
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mass of colourful tables, chairs, cushions and umbrellas and sea of people eating, drinking 

and chatting that could be seen on its café terraces. The soundscape of people laughing, 

chatting, talking and making conversation, but also bird noise and traffic passing by in the 

background was also consistent. Like the Vredenburg, the sensescape at the other side 

(nearest the road) changed according to its use. When empty it was perceived as windswept 

ith a slightl  odd feeli g, he  o upied it as judged as lutte ed a d la ki g i  spa e. 
Interestingly despite being an eating area, the smell of food was not a strong feature here. 

Emotional responses at this site were mixed.  

 

Eyesores 

 

The general feeling here was one of topophilia or neutrality however several things were 

responsible for making some respondents 

uncomfortable. One noticeable negative 

reaction was the sight of a large grey high 

rise building (home to one of the tourism 

offices). 

R: I have to say it kind of bugs me that 

the e’s ki d of that ot e  i e high ise 
ehi d it, that’s uite noticeable, that big 

old brick buildings and a concrete high rise. 

- Daniel 

R2: I think this one stands out particularly 

e ause it’s o pletel  diffe e t 
a hite tu e, it’s like a it offe si e, it’s 
modern but not contemporary – Caroline 

 

Several respondents had the same 

reaction, another pointed out how the 
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combination of the grey building with the nearby pissoir and rubbish containers made that 

corner of the square and terrace nearest much less inviting than the rest. 

 

Friendly Sights & Sounds 

 

The most prominent aspect of the Neude square according to interviewees was probably the 

soundscape which for the most part added to feelings of topophilia and helped to create a 

positive atmosphere, illustrating the clear link that Garlin & Owen (2006) argue exists 

between sound, emotions and feelings.  

R: eh it’s so i a t, so good, full of life, o sta t o e satio , oi es all o e , the o plete 
opposite of the other square and silence. – Adrienn 

 

Isabel for example states that eh the sou d is eall  good, it akes ou feel happie , I do ’t k o  
ho  to sa , its likes ou feel a eall  g eat at osphe e.  whilst Sofia notes that I like to hea  the 
sou d of the people he  I go out….. Ca  I sa  f ie dl  

On the other hand for visitor Marieke, whilst visually it looked friendly but the soundscape 

had the opposite effect if all the ta les a e full, the  it’s ki d of loud he e……. ith all the t ees a d 
greenery, It looks friendly, but maybe when there are too many people, it could become a little too 

u h  

 

5.25 Zadelstraat  

 

Through the eyes of respondents Zadelstraat had a pleasant and friendly, festive 

atmosphere. It was dominated by its fairy-tale like ie s of the Do  a d the olou  of its  
street furniture, building facades, windows, awnings and flags. This was set against a 

background of quiet footfall, and conversation occasionally interrupted by the musical sound 

of church bells and occasional smell of cigar tobacco. Little was associated with haptic 

sensation here.  In general this was a site strongly associated with topophilia. 

 

Colourful & Pe uliar  shops 

 

Zadelstraat represented one of the more favoured shopping streets during the walk,  

especially in terms of its sensescapes and individuality. It also appeared to fit most strongly 

its representation in tourist literature as charming, historical and colourful. 

Whilst most respondents pointed to the narrow feeling of the street, the sight of Victorian 

style gas lamps, and medieval style flags alongside the imposing view of the Dom church as 

serving to create a historical atmosphere, or sense of being in the medieval time period, the 

style and type of the shops themselves were what seemed to give the street a more 

individual or unique character. 
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R: I thi k it’s the shop f o ts a d the uildi gs the sel es a e all olou ed diffe e tl  that 
adds to the individuality of them, and the flags... and we are stood next to some brightly 

olou ed plasti  thi gs… a d the  like ou said all the a i gs, a d all the uildi gs, the 
buildings are quite old and all the shops look quite different, it adds to that feeling of 

independence because often when you get chain shops they all look quite similar - Glen 

R : eh a lot of ute shops like, e  pe ulia , spe ial….. Look at that shops, I do ’t k o  hat 
the  a e selli g the e, I do ’t k o  hat ou a  u  the e, that’s h  it’s u i ue, it’s like a 
surprise! – Isabel 

 

Marieke commented that it reminded her of the Negen Straatjes area in Amsterdam (also 

having a reputation of being one of the more individual or unique shopping areas in the city). 

 

Space to move 

 

The layout of the street was also a frequent mention throughout interviews. Respondents 

felt they had a break from the feeling of bikes passing by dangerously closely and more 

space to breathe, or so to speak 

R: o e thi g I’  still getti g used to is the fa t the pa e ents are quite wide compared to the 

ike it i  the iddle, o  it ight just e a oad………I thi k the ai  diffe e e fo  e he e, is 
that eh the e is a little it o e spa e fo  pedest ia s hi h it did ’t eall  feel like the e as 
in other bits - Glen  

R : it’s ok e ause ou ha e the side alk fo  pedest ia s a d it does ’t see  like the e a e 
too many problems with bikes - Isabel 
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5.26 Vismarkt  

 

The Vismarkt was seen as an attractive street 

with a cosy but somewhat touristy 

atmosphere. The narrowness of the street 

contributed the most to its sensescape, 

producing a feeling of being enclosed or 

endangered as crowds, bikes and scooters 

passed by. The soundscape appeared to be 

amplified due to this resulting in the 

perception of loud conversation, scooter 

engines whining and motorboats chugging 

past. In addition the feeling of cobblestones 

underfoot along with strong smells of 

marijuana, coffee and food frying were a 

constant feature.  In general people felt 

either neutral or feelings of topophobia 

associated with the haptic and auditory 

senses. 

 

Bottleneck feeling 

 

The soundscape and touchscape here contributed to feelings of discomfort in the majority of 

respondents. This appeared to be related to features of the built environment. In particular 

the narrowness of the street meant the feeling of people, bikes and scooters passing by 

dangerously near and the noise associated with them was magnified compared to in other 

areas of the city. 

R: well the scooter engines coming past are pretty loud, also I can really feel the sun here, 

the e is ’t eall  a  shade…..o iousl  ikes a e o e thi g, ut the s oote s a e goi g faste , 
so a e it feel it’s a it o e da ge ous alki g do  he e, it see s like a it of a 
bottleneck. - Andrew 

 

Ioanna seems to suggest this spoils he  e jo e t of the st eet sa i g it s eall  us , ou 
a ot alk easil  a d e jo  ou  all, e ause the pla e it s eall  i e, ut the e a e a lot 

of bikes, a lot of people walking in both directions, also you have, so pedestrians have a 

reall  li ited spa e to alk a d all the othe  spa e is fo  ikes, a d the  do t espe t it  

On a more positive note, the sound of the church bells coming from the Dom were present 

during the majority of interviews and often provoked pleasant feelings in respondents. 

A o gst othe s, Ma k des i ed the  as usi al sou di g I like the , it s like a i d 
hi e o  usi  o , it s a solutel  go geous  
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The smell of coffeeshops and coffee shops 

 

Aside from the touch and soundscape some of the most prominent sensations in the 

Vismarkt came from the smellscape. The strongest smells associated with this area being 

Marijuana from the coffeeshop on the corner, and the smell of fresh coffee from the 

neighbouring shop selling tea and coffee. The smell of Marijuana drew mixed responses, 

some found it annoying, some disliked and others were neutral, whilst almost all 

respondents who commented on the smell of coffee found it to be positive. This seems to 

back up the suggestion of Wilkie, 1994 that scents can strongly affect our emotions. 

R: the sou d of the ells as eall  i e, eall  i e offee s ells, ut so eho  it’s diffe e t 
f o  that offee s ell he  ou d i k a offee, I do ’t k o  if it’s the offee ea s, a d the  
this typical marijuana smell. – Adrienn 

 

Several respondents also noted that the smell and sight of the coffeeshop along with 

souvenir shops, tourists taking photos, and the impending view of the Dom lurking around 

the corner appeared to be what gives the area a more touristic atmosphere.  

 

5.27 Pandhof  

 

Along with the Oudegracht, the Pandhof garden was associated with a sensescape 

composed of a diverse range of visuals, sounds, smells and tactile sensations which were 

seen to create an atmosphere described as calming, relaxing, serene and sometimes 

mystical. The overall sensescape was characterised by contrast, between the dark, enclosed 

cool stone arcade, with its echoing acoustics producing the pleasant sound of 

incomprehensible conversation, and the light, open courtyard with its greenery, subtle 

flowery smells and relaxing sounds of water flowing gently from its central fountain. 

Topophilia was the strongest emotional reaction at this site. 

 

Contrast 

 

Both Marieke and Isabel sum up the contrast well: -  

R: g ee  e e thi g is so g ee , a d it’s like this arcade - old a d da k, it’s like the o t ast 
that it’s so da k ut also light, a d I eall  like the sou d of the flute, a d the fou tai  - 
Marieke 

R2: the contrast with the flowers, the architecture, everything is like grey, but the garden with 

the flowers is really colourful - Isabel 
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Whilst the contrast appeared to create a feeling of topophilia in the majority of respondents 

this was often dependent on external factors. For example when a tour group was passing 

through the pleasant acoustics of echoing conversation were judged to have been replaced 

with the irritating noise of children running around and screaming, and feeling of being 

crowded. In addition one contrasting element that was consistently described as negative 

was the sight of steel and glass making up the window of the adjoining teahouse, which it 

was argued was misplaced or simply should have been different materials. 

 

A hidden escape 

 

Described as both hidden and undiscovered, within marketing material, respondents indeed 

seemed surprised by what was inside 

R: eh I ould ’t ha e thought that, I as assu i g o  e pe ti g that as e alked th ough 
that door we would've walked into a church and suddenly were in a courtyard - Glen 

R: it’s eautiful e ause ou do ’t e pe t to fi d it i  these uildi gs, a d it’s the fi st ti e 
I’ e see  it, so that’s h  I took so e pi tu es. I also like the uildi gs, the a s a d the 
details, it’s eall  i e – Ioanna 

 

The o t asti g se ses apes alo gside i do s ithout i do s, a d those statues 
(Ga go les  s ea i g do  (Johann) were also described as creating a mythical but also 

philosophi al o  s hola l  at osphe e gi i g ise to the se satio  of ei g i  a o aste , 
or having escaped the city, something regularly cited as one of the most important 

motivations for travel (Urry, 1990) 

R: this pla e ould ha e ee  so e he e o  a ou tai  top, if ou did ’t k o  it as i  
Utrecht - Johann 
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R: if you would just like to calm down... or escape then I would say I could sit here, and if the 

sun was coming in I could just sit here and listen to the fountain - Adrienn 

 

5.28 Domplein 

 

Similar to other areas, the Domplein again was 

perceived as having two separate sides with differing 

sensescapes. In front of the Dom tower colourful 

cafes, the sound of street musicians, the feeling of 

cobblestones underfoot and the view of the church 

towering magnificently above created what was 

considered a touristic atmosphere within the cultural 

and historic heart of the city. On the other hand to 

the interior of the square the feeling of the wind, 

coupled with the noise and sight of construction 

prevailed. Consequently the site was a mix of 

topophilia, topophobia and neutral feelings. 

Drawing the eye upwards 

Perhaps the most commented on feature of the area 

was the tower of the Dom itself which was described 

predominantly in terms of the awesomeness of its height for an old building 

R : just the to e i g size of it, it’s e  po e ful, it’s the ki d of su e ess that pulls ou  e e 
upwards – Mark 

R: eh, e ause it’s so tall, e ause if I look up o , it’s as if the top is ea l  hitti g the 
louds, I k o  it’s ot ut it’s just so tall - Adrienn 

R: yeh the Dom is something, everything surrounding the Dom is historical heritage, so it 

dominates the city centre, everythi g’s lo e , a d ou a  see the Do  f o  al ost e e  
part of the city – Johann 

 

Wind Effect 

 

The experience of being in the square was overwhelmingly dominated by the effect of the 

wind, seemingly regardless of the time of day or weather conditions. The wind here was 

probably being channelled through the walkway underneath the tower of the Dom, adding 

to the potential for wind in the already exposed open interior of the square. Most 

respondents commented one way or another on its various effects whether visual, audible 

or tactile:- 

R: you can really hear the wind now, and we're getting smashed in the face by a bit of sand 

now as well 
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R2: dust in my eyes yeh - Glen & Caroline  

R: it’s ot eall  i e, espe iall  if I do ’t sta , it ust e like a i d tu el, you could feel a 

eeze efo e ut o  it’s so i d ….I a  eall  hea  this ki d of oise f o  the 
construction, and then how the wind moves the flag - Adrienn 

R: I thi k it’s lea  ut it see s di t  ostl  e ause of the i d, it’s di t  e ause of the 

leaves not because of the garbage - Ioanna 

 

Emptiness 

The empty interior of the square also gave a sense that the area was peripheral and not 

being used to its full potential. Mark points this out commenting it could be a very enjoyable 

place for visitors to come to 

R1: I think this is a potentially beautiful square, that there not doing anything to put to 

ad a tage…….it’s just a g eat pa e, the shade of the t ees is go geous ut the e’s ot u h 
spa e to sit, it’s a assi e spa e i  hi h the e is o ki d of o ious thi g to do…….I ould ’t 
have known I was in the centre, it feels off centre if anything - Mark 

 

5.29 Lange Elisabethstraat 

 

As opposed to the diverse sensescapes of other areas such as the Pandhof and Oudegracht, 

Lange Elisabethstraat was characterised more by its blandness than anything else. 

Respondents noted above all the sight and sounds and feeling of shops and shoppers and 

the occasional street musician. In general the atmosphere was seen as overly commercial, 

both grey and uninviting despite colourful signs and flowers on lampposts. The result being a 

sense of topophobia. 

 

All things commercial 

 

All a e  of asso iatio s ith shops do i ated peoples  pe eptio s of this st eet. “o e 
inciting positive emotions, some negative and others simply neutral. For some such as Sofia 

the sight and sounds of people and crowds produced positive emotion, perhaps due to her 

association with the cities of her home country Greece, a view appeared to be shared by 

both Ana & Isabel, also from a southern Mediterranean country, Spain. This is in line with 

Tua s  ideas o  topophilia suggesti g feeli gs a e ofte  ediated  ultu al 
background and associations with home. 

R: agai  ost of the ti e it’s eall  o ded, so I like it….. Yeh I thi k it’s the first thing I miss 

i  this to , I ould ’t sa  it’s su h a us  it  – Sofia 
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On the other hand the sight of so many shops and crowds was a negative factor for others; 

the signs seemed to be particularly annoying with several respondents commenting they 

drew attention away from some of 

the nicer features of the buildings 

 

R: yeh totally dominated by commercial 

signs, I really dislike this street the most 

in Utrecht, you know when you come to 

the a als, that s a u h o e att a ti e 
at osphe e, it s al a s o ded i  this 
street, and at this intersection there are 

always people bumping into each other 

and trying to sell you something - Johann 

 

Joha  also poi ted out it s a o o-

functional street and because of that, 

it feels less comfortable to be around when the shops are not open stating  

R: …. I thi k at ight ti e it’s worse, because really only there are people from bars and pubs 

ossi g he e, the e’s totall  o life the e, it’s eall  a  a ful pla e ith the fe es do  i  
f o t of the shops, it eall  gi es ou a feeli g that ou’ e a little it t apped i  the st eet. - 

Johann 

 

Ioanna also a temporary resident seemed to suggest that not only was it mono-functional 

but the shops lacked individuality 

R:..I’ e oti ed that i  e e  it  i  the Nethe la ds ou a  fi d e a tl  the sa e st eet a d 
sometimes even the shops are in the same order 

I: so it’s the opposite of u i ue the  

R: exactly – Ioanna 

 

In fact the street was so commercial, it also seemed to make it appear less attractive, it was 

often described as lacking in atmosphere, despite the more historical features such as the 

architecture and lampposts with flower pots which were described as attractive. 
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5.3 Vredenburg  

 

The Vredenburg, a market square was marked by two distinct sensescapes completely 

dependent on whether it was market day or not. With the market present it was perceived 

as having a lively, enjoyable atmosphere, with the sights and smells of colourful produce and 

the sound of market traders shouting and posing their goods. Without the market it was 

perceived as a bare, empty, grey unpleasant feeling and uninviting windswept square 

characterised by sight of construction, discordant architecture, scruffy buildings, ´´tacky´´ 

advertising screens and the smell of Vlaamse frieten. The smell of perfume from two 

neighbouring perfume shops at one corner of the square was also evident here. Again the 

dual sensescape meant overall a mix of topophobia, topophilia and neutrality was reported 

as being felt.  

 

Visual Mess & Topophobia 

 

As an area earmarked for improvement and already described as untidy and unattractive in 

various tourism reports (Utrecht in top of most hospitable cities once more, 2012) and by 

the municipality itself (Gemeente Utrecht, 2013) this location provided some of the most 

interesting  results of the study. Above all the Vredenburg square was seen in a negative 

light, the most prominent observations being haptic and visual sensations that produced 

negative feelings. The majority of respondents commented that visually the square was 

unappealing, in particular the fact it was grey or lacking in colour which appeared to give it a 

flat o  plai  at osphe e, o se ue tl  ea i g people ould t like to ha g a ou d fo  
long. 

R: if it as less o ete, like ou k o  its all ha d sto e, ou k o  it eall  suggests it’s a 
place to pass, not one for times like this - Johann 

R : it’s just a ess all a ou d….s uff , the e a e its of afes that a e ki d of sho ed to o e 
e d, heap shops a ou d, all the f o t of the shops look a ess…. all the g aphi s a d that 
a e all just i ed, a d it’s just a mess. 

 

The sight of discontinuous styles of architecture and video advertising screens also appeared 

to o t i ute to the isual ess . 
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R: u att a ti e a d it’s too ig, look at the ad e tisi g s ee s, h ? It’s just too u h - 
Marieke 

 

R: I eall  dislike the TV s ee s, I thi k it’s eall  too u h, it's just a histo i al to , e do ’t 
eed that……………it a  eall  a o  e, I thi k ou ha e to t  to aptu e the ha a te  of 

the pla e a d those flash  sig s do 't elo g he e, it’s like the flash  sig s f o  the shops, it’s 
a shame they're standing next to that beautiful building - Johann  

 
Another thing that was consistently cited as adding to the visual mess throughout interviews 

was construction. Interestingly during the latter interviews of the study a wall of living 

greenery had been added to the square (which can be seen in the above picture), 

p esu a l   the u i ipalit  as ea s of dist a ti g people s atte tio  a a  f o  it. 
Opinions on its effectiveness were mixed. For some it appeared to be an effective 

distraction, with respondents not mentioning the construction till later, others argued it only 

served to add to the mess, that the square was perceived as:- 

R : I do ’t thi k it’s addi g a thi g at all, it’s lost, I thi k the ’ e asted thei  o e  I thi k 
it’s a aste of ti e  

R : that! I thi k it’s idi ulous 
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R : it’s e e  got a a ie  a ou d it; I thi k it’s a it poi tless; ou a ’t go a a  ea  it 

I: so it does ’t add a thi g at all the ?  

R2: no, except more mess, it’s just a isual ess…..at the side of all the o k, the  eed to 
ake it  ig e ough, if the  a e goi g to do so ethi g like that h  do ’t the  just ha e a 

huge o e ight a oss the e. This looks half dead a a , it’s o e ed i  dust, the ’ e asted 
thei  ti e, the  did ’t thi k it t ue, it’s o e ed i  dust, a d it’s d i g. 

 

Noted by Sofia and Johann, both currently living in Utrecht, but not the tourists was another 

issue - the lack of lighting, in such a large square, in dark evenings, or at night this was said to 

create unpleasant feelings or a degree of topophobia 

 

 ‘: I k o  this pla e du i g ight ti e a d it s a little it... e e  o se the , e ause the e's 
eall  poo  lighti g as ou a  see, a d it s al a s u pleasa t to oss this s ua e ith 

people hanging out in the dark – Johann 

 

Market dichotomy 

 

There was a clear difference in perception of the square depending on whether a market 

was present or not, during the interviews in which a market was present the smells, sights 

and sounds seemed to produce more positive feelings, but also drew comparison with how 

the s ua e appea ed o  ight appea  ithout it. Isa el fo  e a ple states that it s e  
attractive to your attention 

because there are a lot of 

things like flowers, cheeses, 

and a lot of olou s, it s e  
i e, the  use olou  e  ell  
ut goes o  to sa  he  its 

e pt  it s too sad, a d ith the 
construction going on in the 

s ua e, if ou do t o e he e 
on a day when there is the 

market it could be very 

dep essi g, ou e goi g to 
have a completely opposite 

feeling to today. Ana having 

seen the market on a previous 

da  adds I do t like the 
s ua e ithout the a ket, it s 
eall  sad it s like othi g  
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Nowhere to sit and nothing to do 

 

As already stated without the market, feelings were generally towards the side of 

Topopho ia. A pla e hi h people ould t like to ha g a ou d i  fo  lo g. It ould see  
that two of the most important factors in this were the fact that without the market, the 

s ua e did t see  to ha e a  function or purpose, and that it appeared to devoid of any 

seating area. As the first point of entry into the city via the train station, it should serve as a 

reception point for the city, yet respondents noticed a lack of any consistent signposting and 

a la k of a he e to sit a d ait fo  so eo e, Ad ie e s o e ts efle t this 

R:..benches, if they would put benches, because obviously Hogh Catherijne is where you come 

out f o  the statio  so o iousl  if ou ould sit a d ait fo  so eo e to o e, it’s just I 

do ’t thi k this spa e is p a ti all  used, o iousl  apa t f o  if it’s used fo  a a ket – 

Adrienn 

 

This appeared to be a running theme throughout the interviews 

R: the st eets the sel es look fi e, ut the e’s othi g eall , o  a  ki d of fo al poi t …. I 
think if they want to use this space then they could have something, even if just like some 

seati g a d a fou tai , just so ethi g fo  people to o g egate a ou d…. eh a d people a e 
sat on the floor now because there are no other seats. 
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5.4 Discussion 

 

5.41 Tourists & Residents 

 

I  looki g at the esults a o e pe  ea h a ea of the it  e t e studied, it s lea  that the 
sensescapes of any given area whether positive or negative (alongside practical issues), can 

and do play a significant role in producing feelings of topophobia or topophilia and are thus 

capable of affecting both comfort and enjoyment levels for visitors or residents to  

Ut e ht. It s also appa e t that the deg ee of topopho ia o  topophilia o  i deed eut alit  is 
somewhat subjective. There is a clear distinction between the effects of any given 

sensescape on tourists and for residents. This is more than likely due to a difference in 

affective capacity. Whilst the sounds and sensations produced by bikes passing through 

crowds scared some of the first time visitors, they were simply irritating or annoying for 

residents. At the same time the degree of topophilia appeared to be tempered by on-going 

exposure to particular sensescapes. The majority of visitors were amazed by the variety of 

sights, sounds, smells and sensations offered by the Oudegracht and consequently when 

questioned at the end of interviews, nearly all chose the site as being the most comfortable, 

most attractive and having the best atmosphere. On the other hand for temporary residents 

Sofia and Ioanna, the Oudegracht, despite still being beautiful had lost its appeal and 

become an area they would rather avoid at times. Sofia comments: 

R: so eho  all uildi gs i  Ut e ht e t e all look the sa e…to e ho est I’  o ed of it, 
when I went to Den Haag there was just one big one, but I enjoyed walking around different 

eigh ou hoods a d ot just the a al…..it’s o fo ta le, ut he  so eti es ou see so 
a  tou ists, it’s ot so i e to e he e…..so eti es I t  to a oid this st eet – Sofia 

 

Ioa a s o e ts are much the same - the fi st ti e I as i  Ut e ht it as eall  
i p essi e fo  e, to alk a oss the a als, a d eh it as eall  i e, o  it s eall  
annoying to walk because of the bikes and a lot of people walking too, but mostly the 

ikes…. it s ot a tuall  less i p essi e, ut ou get used to it, I see it al ost e e  da ….I 
thi k ost of the ti es I thi k I just pass this st eet eall  ui kl  e ause it s so o ded 
a d I do t like to alk the e, so I do t ha g out he e, it s just a passage fo  e  

At the sa e ti e oth Ioa a a d “ofia s p efe ed site as the Voo st aat, oi ide tall  
the least appealing for visitors. Perceived as unattractive on the surface with its coffeeshops, 

red light windows and rough around the edges look by visitors, its creative content was 

lea l  so ethi g hi h eeded dis o e i g  o e  ti e, so ethi g oti ed  Gle  a d 
Caroline during their interview: 

R : I thi k that’s so ethi g ou ould like fi d out o e ou'd had a look, o  e plo ed the 
area a bit more 

R: I think you'd have to experience it more than just walk down it 
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R : eh ou'd ha e to a tuall  go i  the shops to fi d out….. ou do ’t k o  the o te t till 
ou’ e ee  i side the shops a d afes so t of thi g  

 

And also commented on with regards to the Zadelstraat by Ioanna, highlighting the 

importance of marketing the right kind of places to tourists and residents. 

R: as a tou ist I did ’t oti e this st eet, ut as I’  li i g he e a d I dis o e ed so e shops I 
really like this place – Ioanna 

 

5.42 Sensory Marketing 

 

With reference to the potential of sensescapes to be used as an additional layer in the 

des iptio  a d a keti g of the ke  featu es of Ut e ht s a d i age. It e tai l  appea s 
to be make sense. 

As seen from the results of the content a al sis hapte , at p ese t Ut e ht s a d i age is 
p edo i a tl  fo used o  the p o otio  of its ajo  ta gi le att i utes, it s afes, 
restaurants and bars, canals, and churches, and to a lesser extent its architecture and 

gardens. When presented in promotional material either by the local or national tourism 

agencies, by the municipality, or within articles in the foreign press, descriptions of the 

attributes themselves, and atmospheres associated with them are currently focused 

overwhelmingly on the visual. 

 

From the analysis of the walk-along interviews we can see that in situ, whether from the 

ie poi t of tou ists o  eside ts, the e pe ie e of Ut e ht s u a  e t e is agai  p i a il  
isual. Despite this it s also lea  that a a ge of othe  sensescapes are present which do play 

a significant role in creating the general atmosphere of any given location.  

In the theoretical chapter, it has already been stated that the visual is inherently tied to the 

other senses, thus it would make sense to support visual descriptions with those of the other 

supporting senses (Lindstrom, 2009) 

 

The most positive emotional responses appear to have come from what were judged to be 

the most unique areas of the city. For visitors these were generally considered to be the 

Oudegracht and the Pandhof Garden. Their uniqueness and associated atmosphere seemed 

to be produced by the layering of a variety of contrasting sensescapes in the same location.  

The variety and contrast between the sounds, sights, smells and sensations down by the 

canal side and up at street level meant the Oudegracht managed to be both relaxing and 

lively at the same time. Much the same was true for the Pandhof Garden with its dark, cool, 

echoing stone arcades proving a stark contrast to its quiet calming, peaceful, green interior, 

resulting in an area that could offer a variety of sensations and feelings to a first time visitor 

including that of escape.  
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Focusing more on the sensescapes that contribute to the atmosphere of a tangible attribute 

could clearly be more effective than labelling the atmosphere alone, as in doing so it would 

help people imagine or recreate the feeling and overall image of a place in their mind when 

deciding where to go and thus be more likely to influence their decision. This idea was 

backed up by the responses of respondents who when questioned all agreed that reading 

a out the se sual e pe ie e of Ut e ht a d its  ke  att a tio s ithi  p o otio al ate ial 
would make it seem more appealing to visit as a tourist. 

As illustrated within previous chapters, Utrecht currently suffers from a lack of brand 

awareness. This was also apparent amongst respondents within this study, most having an 

idea that Utrecht had a canal and was similar to Amsterdam yet slightly smaller, but not 

much more. This would suggest that at present the brand image amongst Utrecht is not 

particularly strong, especially amongst international visitors.  

 

I  te s of usi g Ut e ht s se ses apes as a a keta le att i ute i  the sel es the e e e 
several suggestions. One of these was to concentrate on the visual beauty and diversity of its 

architecture, art and design, that of both its buildings and within its various galleries.  

Othe  ideas fo used o  a di g it as a hapti  desti atio , i  pa ti ula  as so e he e to 
experience an al fresco or all’ape to lifest le, pe haps eati g o  d i ki g i  the it s a al 
side cafes, bars and restaurants, out in the elements, whether under the shade of a sun 

umbrella, or with the warmth of a blanket and artificial heaters. Branding the city as an 

u a  li g e pe ie e as a othe  p oposal. Gi e  the e te si e atu e of Ut e ht s 
cycling infrastructure, the feeling and tactile sensations associated with being able to explore 

a city almost entirely by bicycle in a safe and environmentally friendly manner could be 

so ethi g pa ti ula l  u i ue. This also fits i  ith Veijola a d Joki e s   idea that 
immersion of the body in unique haptic experiences within new surroundings represents one 

of the principle motivations for travel.  It was argued this could be facilitated by making it 

easier for tourists to hire municipality bikes straight from the station without the need for 

subscriptions, especially considering the length of most stays. 

 

Aside from these the general consensus was to focus the brand image of intangible 

characteristics or attributes and the sensescapes that contribute to them. Suggestions 

differed between residents and tourists. Residents seemed to suggest the youthful vitality, 

central location, creativity and new urban culture of the city should take priority. Given the 

size of the sample this is only anecdotal evidence, however a further study could show that it 

might be better for agencies (such as the Gemeente) wishing to attract business investment 

or attract and retain academic talent to focus more on these kind of aspects of the city 

within marketing material. Visitors on the other hand felt the city should focus its brand and 

in turn try to attract visitors by portraying its diversity of culture, friendliness, tolerance and 

atmosphere of conviviality, which interestingly represent some of the key things tourists 

desire to experience according to Eki i & Hosa , . Hele  a d Ma ks  o e ts 
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epito ise this, Ma k s i  pa ti ula  illust ati g the i po ta e of aki g people a a e of 
what a place is like before they go 

R : o du i e, agai  eall  so ial, it’s eall  all a out a it  hi h a  look afte  people, it’s all 
geared around enabling people to be sociable with each other, again down by the canal 

the e’s all these ushio s a ou d, so e of the t ees so it’s all a out ela i g a d eati g a 
st ess f ee e i o e t o  that’s hat it see s like to me - Helen 

R : I thi k hat’s u i ue is its o i ialit , its ge e al se se of ope  se se of so ia ilit , a d I 
thi k it’s eall  got so ethi g the e, I’ e ot ee  to A ste da  et a d I do ’t eall  a t 
to go, e ause I’ e ki d of got a p ejudi e o , I’d e o e d this o e  A ste da  hi h is 
st a ge e ause I’ e e e  ee  the e, ut I’d e o e d it a ti e, I’d sa  Ut e ht is 
pleasant, convivial, so in a sense for me it should just go on being Utrecht in all its complex 

history and its present moment with maybe just a bit more  thought – Mark 

 

Sensory Experience 

I thi k a  feeli gs a e o t olled th ough e odied e pe ie es of pla es, to e the e. 
Sensory experiences are hard to capture on camera and vary in time of the days. The chance 

that visitors will experience the sensory experience as described in the magazine is limited 

a d a  ause disappoi t e ts  - Johann 

 

Regardless of how well a place is marketed it is crucial that the images promoted match the 

reality of the destination as ultimately, the quality of a tourist experience and sustainable host 

communities depends on the intelligent alignment of the perceived destination image and projected 

identit  (Govers & Go, 2005, p.87)  

With this in mind, the walk along interviews also uncovered a range of issues associated with 

the it s se ses apes that ould e add essed  poli  ake s.  
 

Bicycle conflict 

 

The conflict between bicycles and pedestrians was one of the strongest themes throughout 

the walk-alongs. For the residents and visitor from Amsterdam, this was seen as an irritation 

or problem, but one that was to be expected and not particularly dangerous. 

R: I k o  du i g us  shoppi g da s the e’s a eall  ig o fli t et ee  bicycles and 

pedestrians, as you can see the sidewalks are totally claimed by things from the shops, so 

people always start to walk in the streets, but the cyclists are still there on busy days, but 

that’s eall  a o i g e ause ou’ e got lots of f ust ated bells and shouts and things like 

that. But toda  its eall  i  ala e  - Johann 

 

On the other hand for some of the visitors it provided a genuine source of topophobia with 

respondents scared or worried about actually getting hit by a bike. 
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R: I think the fact that the bikes are coming along as well, you feel like everything is moving, 

e ause I’ e e e  ee  efo e i  a st eet he e ikes a e allo ed to ide a d I thi k the fa t 
I a  ph si all  feel the ikes passi g , I do ’t feel like i p just strolling around with other 

people…at fi st to e ho est I as a it e t a autious a out the ikes, I felt like I ight e 
run over – Adrienn 

 

For some the sound of the bikes was worse than the feeling or sound, in line with the work 

of Holloway & Hubbard (2001) arguing that topophobia is often linked to an inherent fear of 

noise.   

R2: for me the view but also the sound, the sound was very annoying for me, and also the 

sou d of the ell o  the ikes he  it’s eall  o ded, e ause it’s eall  st essi g for me - 

Caroline 

 

Dhaleen and Daniel go on to compare Utrecht with their own city, surprised how bicycles 

see  to take p io it  o e  pedest ia s a d o e ti g that it is t lea  he e the  a e 
supposed to walk. 

R : ……..the a tual it fo  the i les is ery orderly and modern and a smooth surface as 

opposed to the pedestrianized section which kind of reemphasises that the priority is for 

thi gs ith heels, like this it eall  does ’t atte …. hat I fi d ki d of ei d though, 
sometimes the road and the pa e e t do ’t feel dis o e ted e ough (fu the  do  
Oudegracht) 

R: eh ou do ’t k o  he e the oad a d the pa e e t a e 

R2: like just now with the bus going by it felt very very lose... a d I oti e it’s the  sa e ith 
alki g, ou do ’t al a s alk o  the pa e e t ou alk o  the oad, e e o e does it a d 

it’s just a it odd - Daniel & Dhaleen 

 

Solution: Better Signposting  

 

With i le o fli t lea l  a  issue, it s i po tant to make sure pedestrians (particularly 

visitors to the city) are aware of where they are supposed to walk. Better or clearer 

signposting could do this. Alternatively as the situation is different street by street a possible 

solution could be to demarcate the distinction between bike path and pedestrian path using 

coloured lines, especially considering that the use of colour in general seems to add to the 

attractiveness of a given area.   

 

Reconstruction 

 

The sight and sound of construction was also ever present during the study, particularly so at 

the Domplein and the Vredenburg. This was seen in a negative light. Although most 

accepted it was a temporary feature, the majority of respondents seemed to suggest that 

they would at least like it to be a bit clearer what was happening or going to be done.   
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R : fo  e it’s eall  good e ept fo  the o st u tio , e ause o  ou fo us o  the 
construction instead of everything else, of course the town is bigger, but the construction, the 

noise - Isabel 

 

Solution: better screening and more information 

 

As stated previously during the latter interviews attempts had been made to distract 

attention away from or screen unsightly construction at the Vredenburg site. In addition 

more information was also provided towards the end of the study about what was 

happening at the Domplein construction site. Developing these solutions could certainly 

make a difference. Although the wall of greenery idea at the Vredenburg was possibly an 

improvement, some respondents argued it was too small and that if possible technically, 

then larger screens, such as the canvas ones showing reconstruction information or an 

image of what will come would be a better option. Other suggestions included models or 

projections of  planned buildings at the Domplein to give tourists something to engage with 

he  isiti g athe  tha  a i ed at a supposed att a tio  o l  to fi d it i  a state of 
reconstruction.    

 

Sensorial Poverty 

 

Other sites such as the Lange Elisabethstraat, Mariaplaats, Neude and Vismarkt were 

generally liked but let down either by one or two sensorial elements, the smell of urinals, the 

noise of shoppers or  an unsightly building for example, or by simply lacking in sensual 

diversity. The result being an overall feeling of neutrality. 

 

 

Solution: masking / distracting attention 

 

In addressing a lack of sensual diversity, certain areas could be improved upon by 

deliberately introducing sensescapes with positive associations.  This reflects Degen (2008) 

a d Middleto s  o e ts stating that the senses could be designed or planned for. 

This could work particularly well in relation to the smellscape which was often insignificant 

or absent entirely. As one respondent noted, flowers were visible throughout the city, but 

the smell was barely noticeable. Just as other cities have done in Spain (see theoretical 

chapter) flowered areas and gardens could be artificially perfumed in order to change a 

neutral sensescape into a positive one. Another respondent noted how much of a difference 

the scent of the flower market and enticing smells of food stalls made to the Oudegracht. 

The smell of flowers might do the same in other areas.  

 

In addition it would appear that positive sensations are also capable of masking negative 

ones. The smell of marijuana for example, producing strong feelings of topophobia in 

Voorstraat, appeared to have much less effect in the Vismarkt area where it was presumably 
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moderated by the friendlier more touristic atmosphere and strong smells of coffee. Another 

example was street musicians which were said to be able to make a street seem more lively, 

o  e e  i p o e the sou ds ape by blocking out the usual city noises  - Andrew. In terms of 

the visual the Vredenburg wall of greenery described above provides an excellent example 

of how something can potentially distract ones attention away from something else 

R2: yeh the advertising and those plants coming out of the wall 

R: oh eh it’s uite so t of i te esti g, I do ’t eall  k o  ho  to des i e it, i te esti g eh, 
and eh a tuall   looki g at it losel , just a o e it the e’s so t of like a  old uildi g that’s 
a bit sort of derelict, but it takes your eye away from it with that wall in front of it. Glen & 

Caroline 

 

Evidently a variety of things such as the use of public art projects, screenings for 

construction, sound sculpture or even artificial smells could all be used to mask less 

desirable aspects of the sensescape of area.   

 

Lack of Purpose 

 

In addition to being spoiled by reconstruction the Vredenburg also suffered from a lack of 

pu pose he  the a ket as t the e. Co e ts o  this e e also e hoed to so e e te t 
when discussing the open part of the Neude square commonly used for events, also being 

described as unappealing when empty.  

 

Solutions: - More events, fairs and exhibitions 

 

With reference to the space required for the market or events, the general consensus 

seemed to be that alternative uses were better than an empty square. The obvious way to 

do this would be to designate the space on free days to a larger variety of fairs, events or 

even exhibitions. In the Vredenburg an exhibition relating to the improvements going on 

around the Hogh Catherijne, station and new Concert hall might be a good idea. In addition 

respondents felt the lack of seating was a major stumbling block to the appeal of the square. 

Creating more seating areas and better signposting and information could help transform 

the area into the reception point of the city that it should be for friends and families 

welcoming guests to the city. 

 

Avoiding Disneyfication 

 

Pe haps the ost i po ta t the e e e gi g f o  the esea h as a oidi g 
dis e fi atio  o  so to speak. With the suggestio s ade a o e it s i po ta t to e e e  
two things, firstly that whilst the city is a tourist destination actively seeking more visitors, it 

is also a living and working city, and one in which its residents choose for that reason.  

Secondly the kind of people visiting Utrecht do not necessarily want to see the disney-fied 
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version of the Netherlands that can be found in South Holland or the picture of the 

Netherlands associated with Amsterdam. Comments throughout the interviews reflected 

this 

R: yeh, with all the shop fronts and signs, these for example are ot e essa …… a e it 
ould e ette  if the  had the olde  st le shop f o ts i stead of eall  ode  o es…. ut 

that has two sides because then if they all had awnings for example, maybe it would look too 

touristic –  

I: and what about the lights which you can find along the canal? 

R: eh I like it ut it elo gs he e, ou do ’t ha e to.... I p efe  this, ut at the othe  side it a  
e too u h, like ou’ e i  a fai g ou d o  so ethi g - Marieke 

R : ….I  te s of hat the e is he e, I do like the i tu e, I ould ’t a t it to e ade t ee 
a d as if it’s a stage set, it feels eal, a d that’s i po ta t to e…. I do ’t al a s a t thi gs 
to e o fo ta le, I do ’t a t to e i  a pla e that’s eated to e e  take e out of  
comfort zone, I like to be able to think oh there might be a jazz club around that corner or 

so e li e usi  o  the e ight e a usi al i st u e t shop……a d this is al ight, its li ed i  
a d I thi k that’s hat I like a out it, it does ’t see  to e eated, it’s just I i agi e how 

Holland has always been. 

 

If Utrecht wishes to be successful it needs to be different to its competitors, and what would 

appea  to e the est a  to do so ould e to a ket itself as the eal  Nethe la ds. 
Ritchie (2011) argues that experiencing local distinctiveness is one of the paths to 

e o a le e pe ie e . Yet it eeds to e ealisti . Gi i g people the oppo tu it  to 
immerse themselves in the everyday sensescapes that Dutch people do, enjoying the 

convivial soundscape on the terraces of one of  its many gezellig cafes , enjoying the 

sensation of riding a bike over cobbled streets or watching canal boats go by whilst eating a 

canal side lunch might just hold the most appeal for this reason. 
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Conclusion 

 

6.1 Findings 

 

As explained in the introductory chapter Utrecht is a city with a self-proclaimed desire to not 

only increase its revenue from international tourism, and business travel, but also retain the 

talent and knowledge produced by the local university. Despite this as present it lacks a 

strong brand image and brand awareness has been stated as low both with in the 

Netherlands and abroad. 

 

The theoretical chapter of this dissertation served to both explain the relation between the 

senses and destination branding, and highlight the lack of research into the multisensory 

nature of tourism. Sensescapes along with topophobia and topophilia were established as 

theoretical concepts from which to investigate the sensual perceptions of visitors to Utrecht 

and consequently any potential for sensory description to be used within the destination 

branding of the city.  

 

Within the content analysis it became clear that in general the local and national tourism 

agencies, municipality and foreign press are all focusing their marketing on the visual aspect 

of the ities  ai  ta gi le att i utes a d to a lesse  e te t the at osphe e asso iated ith 
them.  

 

On the surface findings from the walk along interviews appeared to be consistent with the 

findings of the content analysis, the city was experienced primarily visually, just as it had 

been portrayed within marketing material. Exploring how individual areas of the city were 

pe ei ed ho e e  sho ed that this as t the full pi tu e. “o e sites e e e pe ie ed 
strongly in terms of visual perception and this may have skewed the overall result, as at 

others the sensescape appeared to be fairly balanced or even dominated by the auditory or 

haptic sense. It could be therefore that marketing agencies are missing out on the potential 

to use a variety of sensations to describe the experience of visiting (or even living in) their 

city, particularly when referring to specific areas or attractions. 

 

The results of the study show that the overall sensescape of an area (formed from the 

combination of sensual information perceived) seemed to be more responsible for the 

overall atmosphere of a place than features of the built environment or content, though to 

some extent this was dependent on the profile of the respondent, be it a visitor or resident. 

Across the majority of sites each individual sense appeared to be capable of producing both 

positive and negative sensations, depending on the profile of the respondent, time of day 

and weather conditions. Consequently the majority of sites were associated with a mix of 

topophilia, topophobia and neutrality, rather than one feeling alone.  
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Nevertheless the areas producing the most positive experiences were the Oudegracht, 

Zadelstraat, Pandhof, Mariaplaats and Dom. Interestingly at these sights the overall 

sensescapes were fairly balanced and topophilia was associated as much with the other 

senses as it was what people could see.  

 

The Vredenburg, Neude and Voorstraat were all responsible for producing more topophobia 

than topophilia, but in general were seen in terms of their neutrality. In each of these sights 

the visual was the dominant perception. 

 

Lange Elisabethstraat and the Vismarkt were the only two sites associated predominantly 

with feelings of topophobia. At the Vismarkt topophobia was undoubtedly related to the 

senses in particular the haptic and auditory. Topophobia at Lange Elisabethstraat on the 

other hand appeared to be more connected to the content of the street and fact that it was 

overly commercial, although this did also contribute to an unappealing landscape. 

 

The findings suggest that a number of things. Although perception of the urban environment 

does indeed seem to be primarily visual, perceptions based on the other senses seem to be 

equally capable or even more so of provoking an emotional response whether it be positive 

or negative. In addition the atmosphere of a place seemed to be derived from the 

perception of the sum of sensual information together, the sensescape, rather than from 

one sense alone. This would suggest the tourist encounter is unquestionably multisensory, 

certainly in the case of Utrecht, the implications of which will now be discussed. 

 

6.12 What this means for Utrecht 

 

In terms of attracting tourists to Utrecht, walk along interviews have shown there are a wide 

range of sensations available to the visitor including but not limited to the visual. Tourists 

having experienced the city without much prior awareness generally found intangible 

characteristics such as the atmosphere of the city to be the most enjoyable part of their 

experience, in particular, the cities sociability and conviviality. It would make sense then for 

agencies involved in marketing the city to tourists to put a greater emphasis on these. During 

the study, for tourists in particular, the atmosphere of a place appeared to be primarily 

based on sensory perceptions, therefore describing the overall sensescape linked to any 

given atmosphere would appear to provide the best way of letting tourists know what they 

a  e pe t to e pe ie e efo eha d.  It s also lea  that i  situ, o t asti g se ses apes 
see ed to eate the ost u i ue at osphe es, hi h i  tu  held the ost appeal. As it s 
generally argued that visitors are seeking unique experience, focusing on these would also 

be a sensible suggestion when producing marketing material or creating branding policies.  

Aside from intangible characteristics, Utrecht might also consider branding itself based on its 

sensual properties alone, one of the best suggestions arising from the study being to clarify 
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its positio  as o e of the o ld s top li g ities, offe i g the hapti  e pe ie e of ei g 
able to explore a city entirely by bike in a safe and environmentally friendly manner. 

There were also clear differences between what residents, business travellers and visitors 

were looking for in a destination - especially in terms of tangible attributes. Different 

marketing agencies should continue to differentiate their focus depending on their audience, 

as was seen in the results of the content analysis. Despite this creating an overall brand 

based on intangible aspects such as the youthfulness or vitality of a city is likely to appeal to 

all parties. 

 

A variety of policies could also be implemented to improve the sensual experience of the city 

on the ground. With careful planning, the use of features such as art or sound sculpture 

could be incorporated into an area to mask or detract attention away from negative aspects 

of the overall sensescape. Alternatively sources of artificial sensation such as perfume could 

be strategically placed in areas that are currently seen as neutral in order to enrich the 

sensescape.  

 

In doing so such policies could serve to not only increase the enjoyment and comfort level of 

visitors and residents but also help to ensure a brand marketed as being a positive sensual 

experience matches that marketed. In terms of tourism this could be the difference between 

giving positive word of mouth or not, and could also increase the likelihood of return visits. 

The importance of this extends beyond tourism. Long term or short term residents of 

university leaving age are much more likely to want to base themselves in a city that they 

feel is comfortable, vibrant and relaxing and consequently be more prepared to commute 

than move elsewhere to find work post study.  

 

O  a autio a  ote, it is i po ta t to ake su e the it  does ot e o e o e  staged  o  
overly focused on comfort for tourists, as at present Utrecht is living and working city, and 

one which could draw advantage from the fact that it represents the real everyday Dutch 

experience rather than the stereotypical picture of clogs, tulips, cheese, windmills, sex and 

drugs (all of which can still be found if one looks in the right places). 

 

6.13 What this means for branding & marketing in general 

 

 If a tourist´s desire is to escape the everyday and to experience the unique, then what is 

marketed needs to be something that it would be difficult to experience elsewhere. A brand 

image based around tangible features such as churches, shops or even canals is unlikely to 

be successful because in themselves these features are not unique, they can be experienced 

through photos or videos visually and audibly. The atmosphere of a place on the other hand 

is experienced through the interplay of all the senses and thus requires actually visiting the 

destination. Building a brand image based around such characteristics would therefore be 

beneficial, echoing the argument of Echtner & Ritchie (2003) which can be seen in the 
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theoretical chapter. It would appear the best way to market this would be to describe how 

the senses come together to form unique sensescapes contributing to the overall 

atmosphere of a place. 

 

The potential of incorporating sensescapes into branding or marketing must always be 

considered on a case by case basis. Nevertheless, investigating the sensescapes associated 

with a destination can provide a rich source of descriptive material which can be used to 

enrich branding or marketing material and thus increase appeal, especially for the  

contemporary tourist who is more interested in immersing themselves in the local 

environment than stereotypical tourist attractions. 

 

6.14 Limitations 

 

This study had several limitations. Firstly in terms of time, it was only possible to choose 10 

sites representative of the attributes marketed within the city along a fixed route. The sites 

chosen however may not have been truly representative of routes taken by tourists, visitors 

or residents. It could be useful in future therefore to create a wider study of the area 

drawing upon route choice behaviour in order to select walk along routes most likely chosen 

by each distinct group.  

 

Again this study was also limited by the fact that walk-alongs were only conducted within 

the daytime. One stated aim of the city of Utrecht is to achieve more overnight visits. The 

city marketing agencies have already created a brand slogan - too u h fu  fo  o e da  
and developed evening only events such as the Trajectum Lumen light project based around 

this. A study similar to this one, investigating the sensescapes of Utrecht at night might help 

identify factors affecting the likelihood of staying overnight whether positive or negative. It 

could also uncover a range of unique sensual experiences only taking place at night that 

could appeal to potential visitors and be used to enrich marketing material. 

 

A final limitation of this study was that it did not take into consideration tastescapes. Several 

espo de ts hi ted du i g i te ie s at the fa t that Ut e ht s eate ies had a pa ti ula l  
unique atmosphere, and that the brand might focus around the all’ape to terraces of its 

street side cafes and canal wharf-side restaurants. In order to test this idea, an in depth 

stud  fo usi g o  the tastes apes of the it  e t es  a ious eati g a eas ould p o ide a 

rich area of future research. 
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Appe di es 

 

Figure 1 – Content analysis coding tree (MAXQDA) 

 

Figure 2 – Word frequency across all documents (MAXQDA) 
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Figure 3 – Material coded per category across all documents (MAXQDA) 

 

 

Figure 4 - Material coded per tangible attribute across all documents (MAXQDA) 

 

 

Figure 4.1 - Material coded per intangible attribute across all documents (MAXQDA) 
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Figure 4.2 - Material coded per categories of sensory description across all documents 

(MAXQDA) 

  

Figure 5 - Word frequency Gemeente Utrecht Time (MAXQDA) 

 

Figure 6 - Material coded per tangible attribute for Foreign Press Articles (MAXQDA) 
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Figure 6.1 - Material coded per tangible attribute for Tourism Documents (MAXQDA) 

 

 

Figure 6.2 - Material coded per tangible attribute for Municipality Documents (MAXQDA) 

 

 

Figure 7 - Material coded per categories of sensory description for Foreign Press Articles 

(MAXQDA) 
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Figure 7.1 - Material coded per categories of sensory description for Tourism Documents 

(MAXQDA) 

 

Figure 7.2 - Material coded per categories of sensory description for Municipality Documents 

(MAXQDA) 

 

Figure 8  - VVV Utrecht tourist hotspots map 
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Figure 9 – Walkalong Analysis coding tree (NVIVO) 

 

Figure 10 – Zadelstraat coding chart 
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Figure 11 – Vredenburg coding chart 

 

 

Figure 12 – Voorstraat coding chart 

 

Figure 13 – Vismarkt coding chart 
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Figure 14 – Pandhof coding chart 

 

Figure 15 – Oudegracht coding chart 

 

Figure 16 – Neude coding chart 
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Figure 17 – Mariaplaats coding chart 

 

Figure 18 – Lange Elizabetraat coding chart 

 

Figure 19 – Domplein coding chart
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